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The Pacify KUOP upheaval

Students bring complaints against manager
By Susan Pillow
Editor-in-Chief

Complaints of illegal actions and
mismanagement against KUOP
station manager Michael Turner
have resulted in the establishment of
a review committee to investigate
several charges.
The committee was set up in the
aftermath of student charges and the
resignation of 4 professional staff
members.
A formal list of charges was
presented by non-professional staff
members in a meeting with Turner,
Dean Roy Whiteker, ASUOP
President Martin Burt, and Depar
tment of Communication Chairper
son Jan Timmons, and broadcast in
structor Les Bradley.
L
Belinda Misali, a student staff
| member of KUOP, read the com
plaints compiled by several students
over the past ten months since Turner
has served as station manager.
The staff charged Turner with
illegal action in the establishment ol
a slush fund which reauired studc '
workers to kick back 25<t/hour of
their$2.90 minimum wage, bpginn ' n K ' a s t M a r c h
i i i
a n d continuing
|eas those received by day, thr()Ugh A(Jgust
j
l'he slush fund was proposed ul-
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program is tentatively
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| ter the announeement last January
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•e trying to make these e<jJ receive pay.
licI1t for the married an
In an effort to continue pay, the
I students there will
student staff came up with two
,|e increase in late alte
proposals, both of which were turned
veiling classes, in which down, finally resulting in the slush
r daytime students would
fund as a last-ditch effort.
opportunity to enroll,
Under California Labor Stathe second aspect of the tutes, both the anti-kickback statute,
g Education program is|and the minimum wage law were
e orientated, but for adult broken with the implementation of
to participate in a lil the slush fund.
ing' program.
Turner maintained that he was
'This program," elaboj unaware that the kickback broke any
jhv," is for the graduate
|
laws, and said, "There may have
just wants to keep atunef been misjudgment on my part, but
d events or keep pace wjj what I did, I was doing for the station
iges in their own field of w< and for the University."
also designed lor adults wit
rested in a career changaS
it a chance to explore
as.
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agram is new and, as ol
ins are only tentative,: but],
By Pat Schafer
e a lot of hopes for the
Pacifican Staff Writer
vemenfs that the program L
A common market lor North
r the university. There is alii
America would free the United States
test in exploring the idea of]
from Middle East control, said Ken
sessions, but the problem I
neth Hill, Energy Consultant to Blyth
tiding to Murphy, is in try!
Eastman Dillon, Co., during a speech
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campus that isotherwise dest
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Refering
to
the
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"g the summer month]
revolution and the large OPEC price
mer program might also
increases,
Hill told the audience of
"enl opportunity to intri
UOP
students
and affiliates, "both
school students to the Univi
our
security
and
our economic future
e Pacific.
are hostage to the actions of a few
countries located in the Middle
East."
To alleviate the problem, Hill
proposed that Canada, Mexico and
th\> U.S. form a Common Market to
increase
indigenous
supplies,
distribute the supplies efficiently, and
impose conservation measures to
hOP forensic team has
reduce energy consumption.
ed e'ghth in the nation on
According to Hill, the U.S. is
® awards it collected
consuming
19 million barrels ol oil a
'"'9 year.
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Turner passed out documents
showing the lack of funds for student
salaries last spring.
"I felt that
something had to be done. When I
announced a pay-cut, I asked the
students for alternatives. They came
up with the slush fund. It was not an
idea that I endorsed."
Upon hearing this response.
Misali said, "You have missed our
point."
Turner answered, "I couldn't
pay people out of thin air."
Belinda then replied, "The point
is that the action was illegal."
A second charge against Turner
is "tampering with a time card."
According to the students, Turner
allegedly altered an already signed
time card without the knowledge or
permission of the involved party, thus
falsifying a legal document.
Again Turner said that he did
know such action is illegal. He said
that he had never been informed of
such policies, and that he had not had
a proper or adequate orientation
when he took his present position.
"It was four or five months
before I got the orange university
handbook."
Included in the complaint are
two charges of
withholding
paychecks.
Last May when student Amy
Woodhull went in to pick up her final
paycheck of the year, she was told by
the operation manager that Turner
had given instruction to hold her
check.
Woodhull took her complaint to
instructor Les Bradley and after
deliberation with Dean Roy
Whiteker, the station operations
manager was instructed to enter Tur
ner's office and release the check to
Amy.
Responding to the charges during
the meeting, Turner maintained that
he did not remember this incident.
On the payday of August 24,
another student, Lee Hutchison was
told by chief engineer, Richard Coles,

that his paycheck was missing.
When he returned for the check
one week later, on August 31, he was
again told by Coles that the check
was still missing. On September 4 he
was given a check for partial
payment, and later received the
remainder.
Conflicting with the report of the
check having been lost, Finance Cen
ter records show that a check was
send to Lee Hutchison on August 24
for the full amount due. That check
was returned to Finance on the same
day by Mike Turner who requested
division of the payment into two
separate checks. The request was
completed at that time.
Turner also declined to comment
on this incident except to say that it
was "pretty self-explanatory."
Further
charges
of
mismanagement included the suspen
sions of Amy Woodhull and Kevin.
Araki.
According to the formal charges,
ront. page 3
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The ASUOP Senate voted 8-3 to
recommend a runoff election between
Amendment A and no change at a
Senate meeting last Tuesday evening.
The October 9 election between
Amendments A, Amendment B, and
no change in the Senate structure,
proved inconclusive as the results:
Change (either A or B), 237, no

Four million of the imported barrels,
or almost one-fifth of the oil we con
sume, comes from the Middle East,
an area he considers politically un
stable.
The discovery of new energy
reserves in Alaska, Canada and
Mexico are central to Hill's proposal.
This increased production of oil and
gas, the development of other energy
sources and reduced consumption in
North America "could eventually
provide energy equilibrium for
Canada, the U.S. and Mexico, with
only relatively small imports of oil
from the OPEC countries."
Although
Hill
originally
developed the plan to strengthen the
security of the U.S., he insisted a
Common Market would be advan
tageous to Canada and Mexico also.
To form what he called a "true
Common Market," Mr. Hill asks that
Mexicans eventually be allowed tree
immigration to work in the U.S. and
Canada. This "legitimate", low cost
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labor force would provide jobs for
Mexicans who cannot find work in
Mexico.
Hill said the standard of living in
Mexico would rise from oil and gas
export revenues, the education level
would improve, the birth rate would
decline, farm and manufactured
goods would be free of tariffs and
restrictions, and Mexico would
receive military protection from the
U.S.
The proposal would also allow
Canada freedom from tariffs trade
restrictions, as well as U.S. military
protection.
"Of course, the three nations
would also have to link their curren
cies together, but this would not
present a problem since both the
Canadian dollar and the Mexican
peso have been even weaker than the
dollar against the basket of world
currencies."
The three forms of
currency would then rise against
other world currencies together,
because North America would be selfiufficient, said Hill.
A North American Common
Vfarket has been decalred impossible
•jy many politicians, including Henry
Kissinger, and labor unions hhve ex
pressed concern about the possible
>pen immigration policy.
Some
mdience members also questioned
he program's feasibility.
Though Hill recognized many of
he arguments, he told the audience
. . . the rewards in political security
md economic viability through
jnergy self-sufficiency are so great
hat I believe it will come about
probably through the evoluitionary
levelopment of many joint, expensive
:vergy projects amongst the three
•ountries."

change 127 votes, none yielded the
50% plus one vote necessary to in
stitute change.
Amendment A, authored by
ASUOP President Martin Burt and
Vice President Baynes Bank, is a
proposal for a Board of Supervisors
to replace the Senate as the students'
representative body.
The current Senate structure
consists of a representative from each
of the constituent schools, as well as
any student who can get 100
signatures on a petition to serve as his
constituency. It has been argued that
the Senators have little contact with
their constituencies, and ar therefore
not a truly representative body.
The School of Pharmacv student
government has been one of the most
strongly opposed to A as it provides
little representation for off-campus
residents, while giving the most direct
representation to on-campus living
groups.
Amendment A reads as follows:

Stockton, CA. 95211

•The members of the ASUOP Board •TRANSACTION CLAUSE
The current ASUOP Senators
of Supervisors will be elected from
will
automatically become Super
two areas: Living groups and Con
visors
upon the passage of this amstituent
mendment, and will serve as such un
til the expiration of their terms. Con
•Each living group recognized by the
Office of Student Life shall elect a stituent schools shall elect Super
Supervisor to represent them. visors in the manner prescribed
Exceptions shall be made with the above upon the expiration of their
larger dorms. SouthWest Hall shall Senators' terms.
elect a Supervisor from South Hall
and one from West Hall; Grace
Covell shall elect a Supervisor for
each floor, and each Townhouse sec
tion shall be represented with a
Supervisor.
'Constituent school Supervisors
shall be chosen by direct election of
the membership of each respective
constituent school. A vacany shall be
filled by direct election or by the ap
pointment by the respective con
stituent government. Each school
shall elect one supervisor who will
serve a one year term.

•IMPLEMENTATION
This ammendment shall take ef
fect immediately following its
ratification of a simple majority vote
of those voting.
•Total membership of the Board will
include:
The Executive VicePresident (chairman, votes only to
break a tie); the President (nonvoting
advisor member); the Constituent
School Supervisors, the Living Group
Board of Supervisors.

Alex G.Spanos honored

Events Center named for donor
The Events Center was named
for Stockton businessman Alex G.
Spanos at a luncheon in his honor
at The Pacific Club yesterday.
With a clear view of construc
tion progress underway through
the windows of the Pacilic Club,
overlooking the Center site,
President Stanley McCaffrey in
troduced Spanos as the inspiration
and major contributor to the Cen
ter.
Spanos was greeted with
remarks from PCAA Com
missioner Lewis Cryer, and State
Senator John Garamendi.
Comedian
Bob
Hope
congratulated Spanos and the
University with a taped phone
message from New York.
Spanos responded to the an
nouncement of the naming of the
center after him, smiling, "1 am
truly honored."
"While the new center will be
in my name, 1 want to make it
clear that I will always share this
honor with everyone who has
worked and is working toward the
completion of the center."

President Stanley McCaffrey and luncheon guest of honor
Alex G.Spanos
photoby Susan Pillow
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North American "Common Market"
may solve U.S. energy problems
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Grievances aired by Belinda Misali at official meeting

'79 graduate on weekly TV
series talks about life after
UOP. SeePage 10.
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f Cnrine I promised to suppndment to change the
port an "mm." "sUOP Sen... structure of the

KUOP

On October 9, 1979, all-campus
elections asked whether UOP smde.
ts wanted the present ASUOPSenate
or a new Board of Supervisors. 12,
students voted against ehange, 23
voted for change but ^agreed
about how to implement it; 3 7000
students did not care enough to vote.
Tuesday, Oct. 16, the Senate
called for a runoff election be wee
Ammendment "A" and the presen
system. The election will be held on

tHlS

A student facility
KUOP has been plagued with an unfor
tunate series of incidents in the past 10 months,
since Michael Turner took over as station
manager.
As the review committee prepares its
recommendations, The Pacifican urges that it
be kept first and foremost in everyone s minds
that KUOP is a student workshop.
With its new, expanded facility in North
Hall, KUOP provides a lucrative draw for
prospective students for the broadcasting and
journalism programs offered by the
Department of Communications.
But a quality facility, however many
students it may draw, cannot be successful
unless it has a positive program that encourages
student involvement.
That sort of success can only grow out ot
positive trust relationships between students
and management.

Oct. 25.
.
,
My reason for supporting
Board of Supervisors has not
changed. Problems remain in the
structure of ASUOP.
Out con
stitutional arrangement provides tor
a three-branch government to carry
out its activities. We should remem
ber that there is little "governing" to
do, but rather actual representation
and delivery of services.
ASUOP was originally conceived
as a union through which services
could be promoted and demands
could be channeled. I want to return
to this initial stand and change
ASUOP
ASUOP into
into an
an effective
elective union
u .™

last of 3 part series
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Suicide: What you can do to save a life
By Rick Griggs
Pacifican Staff Writer

Two weeks ago, on a park bench
in downtown Stockton, a gentleman
purposely shot himself...and died.
-Did it have to happen?
-What would you have done to
help?
-What could you have said?
Over the past few weeks the topic
of suicide has been covered from
many angles. Some of the national
statistics gave an idea of the overall
scope of the problem, while research
findings highlighted some of the
trends in methods, styles, and highrisk groups.
In the last article, I discussed
why college students may be more
prone to committing suicide than
non-college students in the same agegroup, and how you and I just might
pick up certain cues that may help
avert a possible suicide attempt.
Pushing the impersonal numbers
and statistical counts aside, let's
move in on the emotional, face-toface aspect of the problem of college
suicide.
If you can go through four or five
years of college and never have to
deal with suicide in any way, you can
count yourself very lucky. Chances
are that an acquaintance, a friend, or
someone very close to you will either
take their own life, or come very close
to doing so.
Some may say "why press the
issue, why not print another sports

story, or preview some upcoming en
tertainment at the University Cen
ter?" The point is, that when it hap
pens, most people will say "why
weren't we better prepared?", or
"what could I have done?"
While we are still on this side of
the fence, here are a few possibilities.
Precious time should not be
wasted while waiting to see if they'll
"snap out of it." Because suicide is
often the final step in a series, a friend
or roommate should be able to spot
some of the indicators somewhere
along the line.
If you are concerned that some
thing may be wrong, check these
feelings out. A direct expression of
friendly concern may be just what is
needed at that time.
Focusing on this need for some
type of attention, suicide notes reveal
that in most instances, the person felt
that no one in the world could have
cared less. It seems that what they
desperately wanted was for anyone to
take the time and actively listen to
them.
From time to time we all need
this sort of release or unloading of
feelings. Unfortunately an outlet is
not always available. The shy,
unassertive person has an even more
painful ordeal to go through when
trying to get this type of concerned
attention.
Someone must take the first step,

and it is not always going to be the
suicidal student.
Fewer depressed, confused, and
angry people might be walking
around today if there were more in
stances of this kind of deep, genuine
interaction.
The finger has, thus far, been
pointed at someone else. Now, what
about you and I, and this business
about suicide?
The major point to remember is
this, "hang in there," when things
seem to be at "rock bottom ' they
probably are. The situation will
almost always get better with the
passage of time.
The tragic part of suicide is that
it usually occurs when a person's
emotions and self-esteem are only
temporarily at their lowest point.
This does not mean to stay idle and
isolate yourself.
When it comes down to the wire
and you feel the stress, the
frustration, and the disappointment
all rolled up inside you, talk to some
one and make them understand that
you need someone now.
Let them know what you're
feeling. Tell them if you're depressed
and thinking about suicide (yes it's
okay to say that word). If this does
not help enough (and even if it does) it
would be wise to follow it up with
some professional help.
There are many clinical psych

ologists and psychiatrists that are
professionally trained to help at
times when you feel like this. Call th
counseling center, the health center,
or the Crisis Line (943-2121), and ask
for immediate help or a referral num
ber.
In any case DO SOMETHING,
clamming up and isolating yourself
probably will not do any good.
Well there it is; it is hoped that tis
short series on college suicide has in
formed, educated, and maybe even
helped, someone.
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stration machine as some want, nor a
bland bureaucracy as it is today. I
want it to be. unified and strong, as
well as efficiently organized to direct
policy and initiate action.
I have been active in the Senate
long enough to know that it is incom
petent both as a policy-making and as
a working group. I served on the
Senate last year and have worked
closely with them this year, and I see
a lack of purpose and a lack of
responsivenesss to student interests.
The new Board of Supervisors
would be more responsive to student

Letters to
the Editor
Rock vandalized
Dear Editor,
Over the years painting the rock
in front of Baun Hall has become a
tradition at UOP.
In the past, this has been ap
proved of by both the engineering
students and the administration.
However, recently this privilege
has been abused. This is vandalism!
It is not the engineering students'
desire to squelch this unique form of
expression, but to merely ask that it
be confined to the rock.
Please respect this gathering
place for engineers by exercising
good judgement in avoiding the
painting of sidewalks and the
surrounding area.
Thank you for your cooperation,
The Engineering Students

Penpal wanted
for inmate
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My name is Michael Bishop and I
am writing to you in regards to some
help from you. I am presently serv
ing time at Downstate Correctional
facility in Fishkill, New York.
The help I am seeking from you
is this; I would like for you to put my
name and address in your school
paper because I would like to have
some pen pals to correspond with.
Female pen pals are what I'm mainly
interested in.
I would appreciate any and all
help you and your school might give
to me in this area. I would also like to
hear from you letting me know if you
might be able to help me.
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Thank you,
Michael Bishop
Downstate Separation Center
Red Schoolhouse Road
Fishkill, New York 12524
78-A-282
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iding c0"1™"?s' cormust devote to other interests."
mining Ah
P°licAmong those other interests is his
,n matters of CinancCommunications in Legal Settings
;ademics, Program.class which is offered at UOF every
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1 Future Development, this area
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improve representatio
Though Dr. Winters is retiring
ity Committees.
^from Forensics he will still continue
ions on these committoio teach. The 38 members of the
When students perfocurrent Forensic squad are preparing
immittees is incompetejto attend the Paul Winters In1 they are replaced. tyyjtational Speech Tournament held
ally strive for effectiyfach year at Sacramento State
mentation on all of theiCollege. The tournament was named
ommittees. I will coi'tfter Dr. Winters two years ago and
•k toward my campaign the highest accolade that can be
improved representaticjiven to a coach,
on this matter, howev»
;nt of change is in y0jj
for 91% of the stud
it vote that a Board
is vital. If we can't briif
tudent Governmentt, ji
ing student governrm
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Dr. Paul Winters
Dr. Winters became Director of
Forensics at UOP in 1956 when he
joined the faculty. Previously he
taught drama at Stockton College,
now known as San Joaquin Delta
rv.il.

John Dean to speak
at UOP November 8

Vote on October 25 i pormer Presidential counsel John
nakea o us into a strof n w^u came jnt0 the national

jotlight during the Watergate scanwill speak on campus November
Martin Bu
8 p.m. in the Conservatory
79-80 ASUOP Preside"aditorium.
f Dean
became
recognized
Toughout the country for his
stimony
at
the
Watergate
ngressional hearings that led to the
g to do its job-to repre
ignation of former president
nstituencies and fo!
hard Nixon.
erpret policy for ASU(|
The foimer Watergate cons;erned students drafted t
.fator, who claims to know the
onal Ammendments nt-ty
^ mySterjous Deep
enate in an attempt to i|iroat ^as been critidzed during
system •
her college appearances for
other caring stu('e,liusing to name the inside source
jposed these two
helped Washington Post reporclaim we would be bet'
the present sen;
Dn. So on October 9th ('

vote

ters to bring details of the scandal to
national attention.
Dean authored the hook "Blind
Ambition" that deals with his ex
periences at the White House.
He has lectured on the Watergate
incident in recent years throughout
the United States. His talks include
comments on the daily function of the
office of the President, his experiences
in dealing with the nation's leaders,
and how power in the nation's capital
can be easily abused.
Tickets 'for the events sponsored
by ASUOP Forum on National
Priorities went on sale October 15 at
the University Center. General ad
mission is $3.50 and $1 for ASUOP
card holders.
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Homecoming
Homecoming
A semi-formal Homecon
ance is being co-sponsored by
SUOP and the Asian Alliance from
p.m. — 1 a.m. following the
homecoming game on October 27.
t The dance, to be held in the
•Jfaymond Great Hall will feature a
liive band.
Admission is limited to ASUOP
Cardholders. Cost is $1.
it

Board meeting

7he Pacifican Publication Board will
Jrneet on Tuesday, October 23, at 4:00
Guest columns *nip.m. in the Pacifican office, third
Ibn h°Uld be submit,, 'floor North Hall.

1

Weekly) basis t)V
during vacation per'

major has not been decided upon but
the program will he concerned with
international affairs that are directed
towards business and government
overseas.
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"Doc" as he is called by members
of his team, remembers the program
differently, than it is now.
"I did a lot more travelling then,
he recalls. "Now, except for the
National Competition, we stay prett
much on the West coast."
Among the many honors won by
UOP speech teams are: 43 first place
trophies.
"Winning is always
memorable," he states. As he sits
gazing at the numerous trophies that
decorate his office, he relives great
moments in UOP's Forensic history.
He tells of the great debate in 1961
between the University of the Pacific
and the University of Hawaii. '
"It was the first televised
debate," re remembers, "and we
won."
NBC had broadcast the
debate, live from New York im
mediately following the tickertape
parade for John Glenn. After it was
over the team received a surprise
phone call. It was President John F.
Kennedy.
"He wanted to congratulate the
team. He had been waatching the
parade and when it was over became
enthralled with the debate."
Another memorable event never
actually occured.
UOP was
scheduled to participate in the first
International Debate Competition
against the top team from Russia.
Fhe debate was to he broadcast from
New York by NBC. It was sponsored
by General Motors.
"We had several people from the
State Department helping us organize
the debate," he sighs. "London was
going to broadcast a commentary on
it."
The debate was cancelled
because Russia pulled out and
General Motors dropped the sponsor
ship when the United States began to
bomb Vietnam.
Individual Events member Max
Huber made history when he won the
William Randolph Hearst National
Speech Competition in 1956. The
speech was given in Albany, New
York to an audience of over 35,000
people.
"It was incredible," recalls Dr.
Winters.
"Covcmum
Nelson
Rockefeller was one of the judges."
The topic u! the speech was Robei t E.
Lee and is now in the National Ar
chives of the Confederacy.
The most recent national honor
was won.by Miss Diana Davenport
who gave a speech on saving baby
seals. Miss Davenport took first place
at the National Tournament held in
Ames, Iowa.
It is sad to see a tradition go and
this one will be greatly missed.
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Lubniewski
Representing the juniors will be:
Kathy Sullivan, Becky Fackler,
Peggy Griffin, Dana McDonald, Sue
Ketterer, Judy Owens, Robin Ham
mer, Linda Newland, Holly Shepard,
Betsy St. Claire, Larry Phiel, John
Rawson, Sam Abbott, Tim Fleming,
Joe Fontes, Scott Johnson, Bill Nor!l thend, Craig Sosey, Reggie Marsh,
and Jeff Nelson.
The senior team members will
be:
Shawndel Brown, Melinda
Faculty/staff Crazy Olympic Team
Mathiott, Jenni Gates, Roxie Sutcliffe, Joyce Hinrichs, Connie Hernan
Photo by David Aguilar
dez, Nancy Nies, Jennifer Salka,
Peggy Maverman, Joy Rubey, Perry
Johnson, Steve Vella, Mike Jorgeson,
Kirk Hobock, Todd Anderson, Glen
Matteucci,
Dan Martin, Ron McKenSvery,
Kevin
Smith,
Mike
Howorth,
Come support and cheer your
zie, Gary Chin and Paul Szmyd.
class on Friday, October 26 at 3 p.m. John Lee, James Goodrich, Junior
The faculty/staff team will be:
on the field between SouthWest and
Santiago, and Tom Faria.
Bill Barr, Bill Brown, Gwen Browne,
the Computer Center, as they par
• The sophomore team members
Ken Beauchamp, Gil Dellinger, Dave
ticipate in the first annual Crazy will be:
Julianne Isoardi, Shelly
Fletcher,
Ann Funckhouser, Ann
Olympics.
Praster, Linda Anderson, Francesca
Helm,
Jane
Lewenthal, Doug
The freshman team consists of:
Macciardi, Clayton Clark, Martin
Matheson,
Dale
McNeal, Larry
Greta Gleason, Kathy Pelkan, Marci
Johnson, Pat Flynn, Jesse Halbleib,
Meredith, Bill Dehning, Gene Rice,
Goodshell, Dori O'Rourke, Sherri David McGee, Dan Field, Gary
Gil Schedler, Roger Katz, Evelyn
Bates, Lorran Narlock, Berit Gunder- Eisenstat, Annette Harvey, Joe Kidd,
Spring, Sarah Stebbins, Doug Smith,
sen, Silva Barbard, Melissa Murphy, Alexis MacLaugJilin., Karla Schultz.,
and Don Duns.
Elisa Isoardi, Scott Swimley, Greg John Dovaja, Scott Guess, Heidi
McClellan, Dan Gilson, Anthony" 1 Hausauer, Diane Drom, and Paula

Homecoming festivities

"mLControversy at KUOP
Woodhull was suspended from the
station because Turner told her that it
was against station policy to allow an
unlicensed person to operate the
audio-console.
Lee Hutcison, however, pointed
out that in his two years at the
station, no such policy had existed
and was not included in any written
policy guides.
It was also pointed out that the
operator was fully licensed, though
not posted with KUOP. Turner then
said that the action was in violation
of FCC regulations and thus the
suspension.
According to the FCC handbook,
however, "An announcer or other
unlicensed person may adjust any of
the controls on the audio console or
other audio equipment provided that
the licensed operator can observe and
maintain the level of modulation,"
(Chapter 3, page 16).
A petition against the action was
presented to Turner at that time.
The second suspension took place
last Spring when Kevin Araki arrived
for his scheduled shift at 5:45 a.m.
and, finding the station locked and
the transmitter off the air, called
security and then waited for the chief
of engineer in the Tower Lobby.
Kevin went to the main office
upon its opening at 8:30 a.m. and
was suspended for not showing up for
his scheduled shift.

Another complaint brought judgments. Now you are attempting
against Turner was a statement to work things out, but things have
issued last March in the KUOP gone too far for that. You don't have
student handbook proclaiming that our confidence anymore."
"We are not," she stated, "asking
"KUOP does not air public service
announcements. According to the for apologies. We are asking for you
task force of 1977, this is something resignation."
I'm willing to change," said
which KUOP had requested to do.
Turner,
"and to do things differently.
Following the list of complaints,
I'm
here
learning, just as you are here
Turner reiterated that what he did
learning."
was "in the best interest of the
Dean Whiteker has urged the
station."
"People do make mistakes. I review committee, headed by
know that there are deep feelings Graduate School Dean Reuben
about this. I know a lot of things Smith, attempt to complete its incan't be erased, but I feel that things vestigtion by October 25, in order to
bring about a speedy resolution of the
can be corrected."
conflicts.
Misali responded', "Michael, it is
too late. We don't believe in your

Exclusive Hairstyling Opportunity!
Wednesdays from 7-9 p.m.

(with student body card)

for only $10
<S1W»

iM£D

also, for only $12.50
call now for your appointment!
4555 N. Pershing <b March Ln.
Venetian Square
95 7-3600

Want

C a rribbea n
winter term •
A preliminary meeting for a
Dive-the-Carribbean winter term
course will be held on October 22 at
9 p.m. in WPC 123.
All interested in participating
should attend.
For further information contact
Connor Sutton at^946-2210.

save
money?!

Stay home|
and play

STEREO CLEARANCE HOUSE
HAS LOWEST STEREO
PRICES

©HVAS

Our Free Catalog has many n
major brands, even lower prices on our
monthly specials sheet. Send now and find
out how to buy current $7.98 list Ip's for
$3.69. Stereo Clearance House Dept CH85
1029 Jacoby St.. Johnstown, Pa. 15902.
Phone Quotes 814-536-1611

This Coupon is Good For
ONE FREE GAME

Limit: On*R*r Cu*tom*i P*f Day
Ffaturint evtr CO Clffarartt txeitlnc
AmuHmMt Cim« M Plnball Machinal

Dr. John Wonder

expires Nov. ],

Coinciding with this new major,
a major in the Japanese language will
also be offered through the Modern

Language

Department.

Eventually, the International

I
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Center may open internation dormi •
•
tories on campus where students 1
1
w o u l d s p e a k t h e n a t i v e l a n g u a g e of
1
1
the
country
which
they
•
studying.
I t i s h o p e d that foreign 1
housed in these 1
students could be
1
•
dorms in order to better acquaint
•
students with the native languages, 1
•
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Delux

Triple
||| Y ahtzee

Life
A Family Game
List $12

11 List $6
Special $7.49
Special $3.99
1 ^
• 1 The Game for
11 Money People
The Family

l| Monopoly

Jewel

i| List $11.50
•1

Special $6.75
•

Special $5.00

The Crazy Craze

Boggle
List $8

The Word Game

Scrabble

Bominoes
in two sizes
Double Six $3.50
Double Nine $3.00

List $4.60

List $ 11
Special $6.63

Special $4.99
Milton Bradley

For Calm People

Las Vegas Junket
Black Jack-Craps
Roulette - Poker
Slots - Big Wheel
List $ 15
^^Specia^$£L9^

Special $3.191
We have

Kermit and
Fozzie Bear \
Hand Puppets
$9.98

HarperRow Hurt Paperbacks
LCClted hi WcbCWtown
I l i - - - —

From Torchbooks - Colophon - College Outlines
O N L Y .8 9
Check sale table for continuous new arrivals

itl

University Book Store

UhnnMr C.itn • Slock..., CA 15211 • »
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Foreigner's new album maintains
consistent tight, clean rock sound
Pacifican Staff Writer

single.
One of the highlights of the
album is a song called "Woman, a
very basic song, different in many
ways from any previously released
Foreigner material. Keyboardist Al
Greenwood and powerful lead singer
Lou Gramm (in my estimation, the
strongest rock singer in the business)
stand out heavily on this tune. "Wo
men" is going to be one of Foreigner's.'
classics.
Other songs on "Head Games
are not all that unique as many of
the cuts are distinctly Foreigner. "I'll
Get Even with You" reminds one of
"Back Where You Belong," a track
on the group's 1978 platinum Dou
ble Vision" LP. "Love on the Tele
phone" is very reminescent of "Blue
Morning, Blue Day and the hard

'ldy .

much of the band's male followers.

By Kevin Bartram
It you're a Foreigner fan and you
like the sound the English rock band
produced on their first two album,
you'll quite probably be very pleased
with their latest collection entitled
"Head Games." However, if you're a
rock fan that enjoys experimentation
and groups that progress in sound,
you may not be entirely satisfied with
Foreigner's new album. It is typica
"arrogant-white-boy" early-Bat
Company rock and roll.
The first cut on the album, "Dir
ty White Boy" really sums up the
group's public attitude. It s a you
should love me; I'm cool; but I don't
really give a damn" attitude. "Dirty
White Boy" does have a good rock
sound and is destined to sell well as a
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'Head Games
Foreigner
Atlantic Record?
driving guitar on the rocker Seven
teen" sounds very similar to the in
strumentation in "Lonely Children.
When you have a good thing going, I
guess you should stick with it.
Don't get me wrong, though; the
album is tight, clean rock as
Foreigner contitiues to be one of the
most consistent rock bands around.
Guitarist Mick Jones, who also coproduced the album with Roy
Thomas Baker (The Cars, Journey)
and rhythm guitarist Ian McDonald,
is once more very strong and enough
can't be said about Gramm s voice.
Another cut from the album that
stands out and is probably next to be
released as a single is the title cut.
"Head Games" is another steady
rocker featuring Gramm singing
about the usual troubles with his
woman.
Much of Foreigner's
material is pure adolescence at its
best and therefore easy to relate to foi

CAMPUS

CALIEN CAP
Fridav. October 19
Art Dept. Exhibit; Jim Kaneko, Painter & Frances Desne, Sculptor - U.
Con. Gallery - 9:00-5:00 p.m.
ASUOP Film: "The Sting" - U. Cen. Theatre - 6 & 9 p.m.
Plas: "Ladies at the Alamo" - Studio Theatre - 8:00 p.m.
Saturday, October 20
Alpha Chi Omega Dad's Weekend
UCPC PWE Climbing trip to Yosemite
MTAC Musicales - Long Theatre - 2:45 p.m.
ASUOP Film: "The Sting - U. Cen. Theatre - 6 & 9 p.m.
Kuppa Psi Pre-Game Barbecue
Play: "Ladies at the Alamo" - Studio Theatre - 8:00 p.m.
After Football Game Dance by Asian Alliance - Great Hall - 9 p.m.
Sunday, October 21
ASUOP Film: "The Sting" - U. Cen. Theatre - 3,6, & 9 p.m.
Monday, October 22
Art Dept. Exhibit: Jim Kaneko, Painter & Frances Desne, Sculptor U.
Cen. Gallery-9:00-5:00 p.m.
Faculty Piano Recital Duo: Suzanne Hanser & Charles Furman Conservatory Aud. -8:15 p.m.
Tuesday, October 23
Art Dept. Exhibit: Jim Kaneko, Painter & Frances Desne, Sculptor - U.
Cen. Gallery - 9:00-5:00 p.m.
UCPC Film Series: "Nazarin" - U. Cen. Theatre - 9 p.m.
Wednesday, October 24
Art Dept. Exhibit: Jim Kaneko, Painter & Frances Desne, Sculptor - U.
Cen. Gallery - 9:00-5:00 p.m.
UOP Jazz Band - U. Cen. Patio - 12:00 noon
UCPC Rathskeller Entertainment: Live Entertainment - U. Cen. Rath
skeller - 9:00 p.m.

An exception to the youthminded music is "The Modern Day,"
the only song on "Head Games"
which Jones sings lead on. Jones does
a good job though and I would guess
that of Foreigner's members, he has
the most potential of making it as a
solo act in the future.
In "The
Modern Day," Jones sings of conten
tment with today's complicated life
which is appropriate because this
technical world is making him quite
wealthy.
Oddly enough, the track im
mediately following "Modern Day"
is titled "Blinded by Science." With
Gramm singing once more, this song
tells of worries about "the world we
live in" and "about all the con
fusion." It is almost as if Jones, who
wrote both songs, can't make up his
mind and has, consequently, created
a minor paradox. "Blinded" has a
sound much like "Starrider," a song
that appeared on the group's debut
album, "Foreigner."
"Head Games" ends on a white
punk note with "Rev on the Red
Line,"
a
Greenwood/Gramm
collaboration. "Red Line is another
song that will greatly appeal to the.
15-17 genre of males as it tells of drag
racing a car with a 400 horsepower
engine.
More typical, arrogant
' Foreigner lyrics:
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Dance
"Ladies at the Alamo," the Drama

season.

Department's first product.on

Folk Dane

Veselos" of I

receiving very impressive reviews.

pacific Folk I

"Ladies" starts season with

"And make no mistake, there's
women who just wait for the
man and machine with the best
time"
As Foreigner continues its highly
successful and consistent form of rock
and roll, it is highly likely they will be
placed among the elite of contemp
orary performers. With current topsellers like Led Zeppelin and the
Rolling Stones aging, it appears
Foreigner would be heir to the
throne. Whatever status the group
achieves, however, "Head Games is
not going to hurt their reputation in
the least.

By Julie Lehman

The UOP Jazz Band will be
having a Special Homecoming
Weekend Concert, on Friday, Oc
tober 26. Featured guest artist is
Mike Vax, a trumpet player.
Vax, a UOP graduate of 1964,
has played lead trumpet with the
Dukes of Dixieland, Clark Terrys' Big
Band and Maynard Ferguson.
After a three year absence from
the Music Education scene, Mike is
pleased with the opportunity to
return to his first love...working with
talented, young musicians as a clini
cian.
For the past few years, Mike has
been living in New Orleans where he
led The Dukes of Dixieland for two
years.
For a year and a half
following his leadership of The
Dukes, Mike traveled around the
United States fronting his own group,
performing his own unique brand of
jazz. He has now moved back to his

|| every Tuesday

bang IxsrJJ
citizens and
College Center

By Ned Knickerson
Pacifican Staff Writer

The Pacific drama season has
opened with a "bang.
"Ladies at the Alamo," by Paul
Zindel, is an exciting, violent and
funny play being given an energetic
and honest production by the UOP
drama department.
The production is directed by Dr.
Sy M. Kahn, department chairman,
and features Susan Gage, Kelly
Thomas, Melissa Myers, Susan Har
per and Tracy Graham.
The play is set in the boardroom*
of the new Alamo Theatre, a multimillion dollar theatre complex in

Texas. It is the "gala opening of the
theatre and excitement is running
high in anticipation of a production
of "The Seagull," staged by Artistic
Director, Dede Cooper, a garish and
gutsy Texas "lady."
This forms the backdrop to the
action of the play which is a battle for
control of the theatre. Zindel's script
is about women in power. It is an
examination of the affect of power on
those qualities of
femininity
traditionally associated with women.
There is an echo from the past.
I t orn tradition, as lines from "The
Seagull' reverberate oveerithe^ intercom in'thf- tjotifdrudrtt ana a* grOtrt
sense of loss is felt throughout the

Mike Vax scheduled as guest artist
for Homecoming jazz band concert
Pacifican Staff Writer

a

...

member of the band, David Squire,
home state of California, where he
on trumpet. Further into the evening,
has taken up permanent residence in
Vax will perform "Land of Make
the beautiful Bay Area.
Beleive," which should be a memor
One of the most experienced
able experience for all present.
trumpet clinicians in the business,
There will also be a touch of
Mike Vax has performed at over 400
disco, with Donna Summers' "Last
high schools, colleges, and universi
Dance," in which Craig McAnnis,
ties all over the world; teaching his
(trombone), and Jon Nordgren, (tenor
craft to musicians of the future. His
sax), solo. The UOP Dance Dept. will
two and a half years with the Stan
be on stage for the dual production of
Kenton Orchestra, and his recent
Herb Alpert's recent big hit, "Rise,"
European tour as 1st trumpet with
Clark Terry's Big Bad Band have ad
choreographed by Barb Ubaldi.
Recent UOP alumnus Brenda
ded greatly to his understanding and
Boston will qlso be a guest vocalist
interpretation of the jazz idiom.
In addition to Mike's experience singing the band's rendition of Dionne Warwick's new hit single "I'll
as a performer and clinician, he is
Never Love This Way Again."
also the author of many published ar
ticles on Jazz and Music Education.
The Jazz Band will be giving a
His works can be read in The Instru "Preview Concert," in the UC Center
mentalist, Crescendo, and The Conn
Plaza, on Tuesday, at noon. Tickets
Chord Magazines.
for the Friday evening performance
Tony Kissane, director of the are on sale at the Record Store, and at
UOP Jazz Band, indicated that the Miracle Music. They may also be
program will be highly diversified. bought at the door. The concert
For Mangione fans, they will offer begins at 7:30 p.m., at the Conser
"Love the Feeling," featuring a vatory. Be there.

Thursday, October 25
Art Dept. Exhibit: Jim Kaneko, Painter & Frances Desne, Sculptor - U.
Cen. Gallery - 9:00-5:00 p.m.
UCPC Film Series:'D'The Pearl" - U. Cen. Theatre - 9:00 p.m.

play as one by one the five ladies o:
t Beginners,
the Alamo are brought literally t( vaficed dancei
their knees by the very power the) Jaking and
seek to possess.
sponsorship of
The cast of "Ladies at thi as well as c«U|
Alamo" forms a strong ensemble, and families are em
the play moves fast and fluidl;
"We like
Enough Kahn's direction.
Thi nafional dance
costumes, designed by Sandra Persek the, Mediterrar
of the drama department facu'w da'ices from tl
work to establish character an< coifrtries," sa)
create a sense of conflict on stage thejdance boar
The expansive "Texan" Boardroou
. First tirriei
was designed by David Eakin of th thefexperiencei
drama department staff, providinf are! also intr
strong, entrances|ar the actors and a
..sense?"dtgauekCuIegan
egarice. "Ladies at the Alamo" will bi
J Opening
performed tonight and Saturda) ()| Le pat.j| jt.
night at 8:00 p.m. in the Studic W(;r|. |)y S(<K,
Theatre. Tickets are $2 for student proximately
and faculty.
lithographs a

Area

Travel class
A successful University of th
Pacific course that took students ti
Africa last January will be repeata
for the 1*980 winter term.
Dr. Richard Tenaza of th
Biological Sciences Departmen
faculty will direct the one-montl
course that will run from Deeembe
29, 1979 to January 27, 1980. Th
participants will be involved in *
general education biology cours
designed to give them firsthan*
knowledge of the behavior art
ecology of East African wildlife.
Several game reserves an*
national parks in Kenya will b
visited, with the group spending 1nights camping and 11 nights in hoti
or game lodges.
"The emphasis of the course vrt
be on the study of form, coloratiol
behavior and social organization <
animals as adaptions to their
vironments," said Tenza. Species
served will include elephants, hippG
zebras, lions, flamingos, storks, bu
falo and giraffes.
The course will be open to coh
munity residents on a space availab
basis, and those interested shoU
contact Tenaza before October 15
946-2183 in Stockton.
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Art courses

Friday, October 26
Art Dept. Exhibit: Jim Kaneko, Painter & Fraces Desne, Sculptor - U.
Cen. Gallery - 9:00-5:00 p.m.
ASUOP Film: "Magic" - U. Cen. Theatre - 6 & 9 p.m.
UOP Jazz Band: Mike Vax Guest Artist - Conservatory Aud. - 8:15 p.m.
Saturday, October 27
UOP Homecoming
Homecoming Reception - Common Room - 4:00 p.m.
ASUOP Film: "Magic" - U. Cen. Theatre - 6 & 9 p.m.
ASUOP Homecoming Dance - Great Hall -9-12 midnight
Sunday, October 28
ASUOP Film: "Magic" - U. Cen. Theatre - 3,6, & 9 p.m.

UOP's jazz band will perform a Homecoming Concert on October 24 with Mike Vax as special guest artist.

University of the Pacific's Exten
ed Education Office has schcdul'
two art courses for interested per:
One course, Art for Teacher
locuses on art in child developmel
and its importance. Delmer Derri'
will teach the course which is to I
held October 19 and 20, November
and 3, and November 16 and 17.
Beginning Paper Making is tl
second course, which gives the ho*
to and history of the process of pap1
making. This course will be taug'
by Chisato Watanable on October 1
and November 2 and 3.»
Contact the Extended Educate
Office here at UOP for time
Registration, units earned, and otb'.
information. The number to call
946-2264.

V
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Hatchet out-performs REO Speedwagon
By Kevin Bartram
Pacif ican Staff Writer

Too often these days, it seems, ar
tists that are billed under a
"superior act on a program rise to
the oeassion and outplay the topbilled group. Such was the ease on
.Saturday when Molly Hatchet, a
country-rock group from Jackson
ville, Florida totally out-performec
REO Speedwagon, a veteran rock
group composed of basically dram
musicians.
The show, held in the Oakland
: Auditorium (seating capacity 6,000),
j was opened b\ Sloneground, another
country-rock group which has been
opening for acts in the Bay area for as
'long as one can remember.
The
auditorium is bring billed as "the
,ncw Wintci land" but no hall <>n
Earth can compare w ith the magic ol
Bill Orahi iii s classic rock hall. Win] terland, imaicu in the Fillmore
district in San Francisco, closed last
New Year's Day. "The new Win
terland," though small and cozy h •
terrible accoustics as echoes could I t
heard throughout Saturday night's
performance.

As for Molly Hatchet, their per
formanee was good and extremely
clean, but almost too much so. Th._
group's sound was perfect - in fact, it
was nearly an exact duplication of
their studio work. Sometimes, the
music (did now sound natural.
However, this may have acted to the
group's disadvantage.
Much of
Molly Hatchet's act seemed very
rehearsed and though I realize that
rock acts ARE rehearsed, they are not
supposed to seem it. An example of
this is when the four guitarists — two
leads (Dave Hlubek, Duane Roliand),
a bass (Banner Thomas) and a
rhythm (Steve Holland) would line up
single file and jam, ala the Outlaws.
This is a nice gimmick, but the group
performed it much too often and too
stiffly. But, since Molly Hatchet is
only on their second major tour, they
should be granted a break. Their
music was clean and clear as lead
singer Dannv Joe Brown exhibited
much promise as a group leader.
Never once did his voice fade and his
whstles and obnoxious yells were in
terjected perfectly.
Molly Hatchet's song list for the

Dancers can join UOP folk club

ison, has been

Folk Dancers are invited to join
"Veselos" of the University of the
Pacific Folk Dancers 7 to 9 p.m.
"IU9rfenl every Tuesday evening the University
lis in session. The Club is composed of
** University students, faculty and local
citizens and meets in the Covell
College Center on the UOP Campus.
. by one the five ladies
Beginners, intermediates and ad
are brought literally
vanced dancers gather together for
by t u vtry power th Jancing and fellowship under the

U CI 11U

sponsorship of Anderson Y. Singles
t as well as couples are welcomed and
rms a strong ensemble, ai families are encouraged.
moves fast and flui
'We like all kinds of interKahn's direction.
T national dances from the line stvles of
Jesigned by Sandra Peru the Mediterranean to the fast couple
ama department facu1 dances from the Northern European
establish character
countries," says Floyd Davis, one of
ense of conflict on staj;the dance board directors.
isivc "Texan" Boardroe
First timers,are helped along by
led by David Eakin of I the experienced dancers. New dances
partment staff, providi are also introduced from recent
ranees
the actors and
iMjUegance. ."5
? JT
at

festivals. The group plans to attend
the various Northern California
festivals, join the Turloek dancers on
party nights and assist in folk dance
related activities in the greater
Stockton Area. Weselos provides an
opportunity for all dancers from the
serious, performance oriented dancer
to the once a week social dancer to
join together for fun and fellowship.
This year's dance board includes
Grace Frye, Steve and Pearl Sonntag,
Carol Whipple, Sharon Hines, Har
ding and Arlene Tucker from
Stockton; Floyd Davis and Rachael
Boon in Modesto.
Anyone wishing further infor
mation may contact Grace Frye, 47722JO; Sharon Hines, 465-3044; or
Anderson Y, 466-1496. Floyd Davis
will provide transportation from
Modesto, call 523-3345.

evening included the title cut from
their latest Epic release, "Flirtin'
with Disaster" along with "It's All
Over Now," "Boogie No More"
(probably their best performed tune
of the evening) and "Let the Good
Times Roll, all from the same,
aforementioned album.
From their debut album, one of
the best selling rock LP's of last year,
Hatchet performed "Bounty Hunter"
(their show opener); "Gator Coun
try," the group's answer to Charlie
Daniels "The South Gonna do it
Again"; "The Creeper" and the best
received song of the night, "Dreams
I'll never See."
As a final note on Molly Hatchet,
I have decided that they definately
should be classified as a "countryrock" group, despite their claim to be
clear-cut rock and roll. Before seeing
them perform, by just listening to
their albums, I believed their
opinions of themselves, despite the
fact that their songs are all written
under the same basic format of those
recorder) by Lynyrd Skynyrd and a
host of other Southern boggie groups.
However, Brown's stage actions
are much like those of the late Ronnie
Van Zant and, as mentioned earlier,
the band's stage play is as close to
that ol their Florida counterparts, the
Outlaws, as is possible.
As for the disappointing REO

es al the Alamo

will

Opening today at the University
Pacific will be an exhibit of art
:00 p.m. in the Stu< wor|< |,y Stockton area women. ApTickets are $2 for studei proxjmutely thirty oil paintings,
lithographs and watercolors can be
viewed.
Displayed in the works will be a
variety of approaches, techniques
ami styles.
During the past 20 years, UOP

art Professor and Mrs. Richard
Reynolds have been collecting these
fine Works.
Reynolds' collection can be
viewed in the Friends of the Art
Department Gallery, whicfi is open to
the public from 9 a.m. to noon on
Tuesdays, Thursdays and Fridays
and from 3 to 4:30 p.m. on Mondays
and Wednesdays.

Classified

Advertisiric

WANTED: Student workers to administer
;OPA Faculty/Course Evaluations, November
-20,1979. Pay; $2.90 per hr. Contact the
:OPA office. Bannister 107. 946-2304.

FOR RENT: Center-Harding Area: Small
room to woman $70; Large room to woman
$100; Basement storage $10. Garage: car
$30, storage $ 15 466-7)56

PAYING $10 M it's.
Women's for Class
Rings. Any condition. Will arrange pick
up. Phone toll fur 1-800-835-2246.

VOLUNTEER TUT >113 NEEDED to work
with Elementary or High School age stu
dents. Please contact Liz at the Anderson
Y, 466-1496 or ext. 2444.

()f (ht.

avel class

ccessful University of
lurse that took students
t January will be repeaj
80 winter term.
Richard Tenaza of
si Sciences Departnv
vill direct the one-moi
at will run from Decei
to January 27, 1980.
(its will be involved
education biology c011
to give them f i rstha
?e of the behavior
f East African wildlife.
ral game reserves
parks in Kenya svill
eith the group spending
"ipingand 11 nights in^
lodges.
- emphasis of the course
e study of form, color3'

Improve your glades Vnd $1.00 for your
306 page catalog ol inllcgiatc research.
10,250 copies listed.
I«.\ 2S097G. Los
\ugeles,c:a. 90025 i2Mr 477-8226.

MEN
WOMEN
JOBS ON SHIPS1 American, Foreign. No
experience required, excellent pay, world
wide travel, summer job or career. Send
$3.00 for information: SEAFAX, Dept. C13, Box 2049, Port Angeles, Washington
98362.

and social orgartiz3^'0'
as adaptions to their
nts, saidTenza. SpeC'eS
'R include elephants, h'Pj
rots, flamingos, storks,
giraffes.
Pregnant? Need help? Birthright offers
course will be open t°
esidents on a space av3' j free, confidential services including pregnancy
<M testing, and help with un\ problems you have,
jjtWc.care about vou Call Birtlirighl 464-4173.

.. A

interested

renaza

s

before October

CONGRATULATIONS to our Alpha Chi
|C.uys! Blake Bussick. B n ' Cl.tscoek.
; Steve Moore, Don Foley, .Sieve Sttell. We

»"»- « _ (
• L U0
|D U

jr^tflfliove you!
£

'iy of the Pacific's

The Ladies of Alpha Chi Omega

We need in-put from all areas of the campus
so please join us at an introductory level
on Friday, Oct. 19 between
10 a.m. & 1 p.m.
in our office, Third Floor, North Hall
IRefreshmeiHs!
Can't make the meeting?
Just call us at 946-2114 for information.

RESEARCH PAPERS
10,250 on File — All Academic Subjects

Send $1.00 for your up-to-date, 306-page mail order catalog.

ACADEMIC RESEARCH
P.O. BOX 24873
LOS ANGELES, CA 90024

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE

_ZIP,

• COUNTRY
•BLUES
• CLASSICAL
• EASY
LISTENING

ANY KIND OF MUSIC
THAT GETS YOU

A DOLLAR OFFI

A RECRUITER FROM THE UNIVER
SITY of Washington Graduate School of
Public Affairs will Ix'on campus Oct. 31 to
discuss their program leading to a Master of
Public Administration. Areas of study in
clude: Natural Resources and Environmen
tal Policy; Science. Technology and Public
Policy; General Administration; Tribal
Administration; ami Social Policy Analysis.
Interested students can sign up for inter
views in the Placement Genter.

M°° OFF ANY ALBUM OR TAPE IN STOCK! EXPIRES OCT. 30,1979
~l

m

Expires Oct. 30

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to
share apartment $68.00 per month, furn
ished, across from UOP. Must be respon
sible. Call 943-0332

"INCOME OPPOR ["UNITIES FOR AD
VENTURERS" Be paid for travel and ad
venture. Send self-addressed, stamped en
velope to: Workshop, PO Box Il60d,
Pacifica, Calif. 94044.

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

rock show. The group's musicians
proved to be non-innovative, except
maybe the lead singer, Kevin Cronin,
who performed a strong vocal solo.
At times, the band appeared to be
pulling itself out of its sleep as lead
guitarist
Gary
Riehrath
and
Keyboardist Neal Doughty (probabls
the best musician in REO) came close
to saving the show on a couple of oc
casions.
However, close was not
enough.
REO ran through this gamut of
their "best" songs. Tunes such as
"157 Riverside Avenue," "Keep
Pushin" and "Lay me Down" w>
good and well-played, but seemed as
though they were being run through
out of necessity.
Cuts from the
groups new release "Nine Lives"
were played with a bit more en
thusiasm, but the songs themselves
did not hold much water as classic
rock. The best performed song of the
night, as well as the best received by
the crowd, was "Ridin' the Storm
Out."
Since REO played it last
(before the encores), "Storm" was an
appropriate way to end the show.

OFF
COUPON!

«

3 in Stockton.

JOIN THE PACIFICAN STAFF

• ROCK
•JAZZ
• SOUL
•SUPER
DISCS

Area women's art displayed

i tonight and Saturd

Speedwagon, very little that hasn't
been written before can be now
REO was nothing more than a
typical rock band, the same old
Kiss" flashpots and everything else
associated with an average 1970's

e;
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Think Bridge! Play Bridge
NOVICE OR EXPERT
SINGLES OR PARTNERSHIP
ALL WELCOME
First Time is a Free Play
BRIDGE CENTER - STOCKTON
(Lessons Available)
For more details CALL 478-9952
11:00 to 4:00 or 7:00 to 9:0Q p.m.

6621 Harrisburg Place

(

REDEEMABLE ON NON-SALE ITEMS ONLY

Li:

NI'VI SOT

* SAN FRANCISCO

* C0LMA

' WALNUT CREEK

ALAMEDA

' EL CERRITO

HAYWARD

* SAN RAFAEL

* REDWOOD CITY
Broadway & El Camino
* PLEASANT HILL

701 Irving Street
1444 Polk Street
2075 Market Street

SSS Francisco Boulevard

4933 Junipera Serra Blvd.

1902 Contra Cosia Blvd.

2560 North Main Street

9999 San Pablo Avenue

" OAKLAND

26th and Telegraph

2305 Central Avenue
20966 Mission Boulevard

FREMONT

4025 Mowry Avenue

FREMONT
TAPE FACTORY

4065 Mowry Avenue

SAN JOSE

461 Soulh Beseem Avenue
1008 Blossom Hill Rd.

* SANTA CRUZ

1125 Pacilic on the Mall

CAPIT0LA

1820 41st Avenue

' CITRUS HEIGHTS
5440 Sunrise Blvd.

* SACRAMEHT0
6936 65th Street

* STOCKTON

1123 March Lone

MODESTO

McHcnry at Reseburg
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On -the-Spot

Mike Allen:

Interviews

Score 35 points.

backBoy are we living in
wards country!
Just recently an American manu
facturer thought he had developed
the worlds smallest electrical wire.
He was so proud of it that he sent it to
a rival manufacturer in Kumamoto,
Japan and said,''Beat this!
The Japanese just laughed and
sent the wire back. But first they
drilled a hole through the middle and
engraved the Lotus Sutra on the in

By Sue Keenom
Photos by Susan Shinkai

Do you think beer should be sold in the Rathskellar?

Nora Tuncap (COP): "I think they
should. At least the school could
make money out of it because a lot of
students go out and buy beer outside,
so what's the difference if you sell it
here?"

side.

This may come as a shock to
many of you, but the United States is
• in a recession.
G. William Miller just told me so
over the phone and I don't think he d
lie. At any rate, you can always trust
me to spread rumors.
Most UOP students will have to
take my word for it anyway. Rich
Kids would like to know the differ
ence between a recession and a ty
phoon.
Actually, it isn't necessary to
know anything about poor people in
order to know anything about poor
people in order to know that somei
thing in America has gone haywire.
Thanks to my brilliant new eco
nomic index, even a pre-med major
can now analyze the nation's eco
nomic woes with complete accuracy.
Liberal Arts majors may have a
little trouble though. You ll have to
keep track of the points scores, but try
it anyway.

Don Siegel (School of Business): "I
think it's fine to sell beer in the Rath
skellar as long as they control the
drinking age to 21."

Marc Botticelli (School of Engineer
ing): "Yea, 1 think that would be a
great idea. They could card people
like they would at any liquor store. It
would bring revenue to food service.
We wouldn't use as much gasoline,
which would help our energy cause,
there are quite a few good reasons for
having beer in the Rathskellar."

' If Ted Kennedy runs for President...

Andrew Lettes & Mark Berman
(Pharmacy): "Yes, in order to sit
down and relax with friends you have
to go so far away from the college
campus that it's a real hassle. We
assume they would only serve to those
over 21."

gone haywire

somethings gone haywire
Score five points.
• If the U.S. doesn't change its
"Ridiculous" Mid-east policy...things
a r e bound to get worse.
Score five points.
* If Erma Bombeck is on the best
sellers list and I'm not...heaven help

cession.
__
-Tyou counted between 76 and
85 points...at least UOP students are

Now, tally up the points and ««
St'U If fyou counted between 86 and
how bad it is.
less
than
60
If you counted
95 points...only UOP regents are safe_
a liberal arts
If you counted more than 95
points...you must be
points...pack your bags and catch the
major. Try again.
If you counted between
: next row boat to Kumamoto.
75 points...the United States is in a re-

US.

Score 10 points.
* If the nation's most honest Presi
dent is also the most unpopular...American's don't trust him.
Score five points.
* If UOP charges its students $20 a
year for the Events Center because
they couldn't get enough donations...
then American's don't trust Stan McCaffery either.
Score another five.
* If 6 million people read the
National Enquirer...then who cares
what Americans think anyway?
Score 15.
* If we start copying the Japanese, in
stead of the other way around...don't
be surprised.
Score five points.
* If we have to listen to their version
of Disco as well...be surprised.
Score five.
* If the BeeGees score hit after hit and
the UOP Jazz band doesn't...be
ashamed.
Score 15.
* If the CIA suddenly discovers two
or three thousand Soviet troops in
Cuba...panic!
Score 15.
* If the Soviet Union suddenly dis
covers that the United States has a
Naval base in Cuba's Guantanamo
Bay...somebody snitched!

THERE'S ONLY ONE
THINS I DON'T
LlKEAEWT

R1JNNIN6.

Janet Barrass (School of Education):
"Yes, I do think it should be sold in
the Rathskellar. It's just going to
make it more accessible, but I don't
think it's going to hinder studies or
anything like that."

Doug Brock (COP): "Yes, definitely,
because it's an inconvenience for
people who like to drink beer to go off
campus and go to other bars and
cause civic disturbances. It would be
a lot safer because people wouldn't
get drunk and try to drive bark."

Ken W"mick

Ear to the ground
DEANS
,
.
alcohol from football games triggered
Dean Barr s notice bannin®
the country at an eastern
little reaction on campus, but farther a
riot. Seven
school similar action brough
poinls if you can name the

Str,

on

nort a-bar to every game
„f WatergatJaL to

ahomore

one buct.

' ° t h eeighties: W ek n o ww ea r es o o n h e a d e d f o r r ° u 8 h "
t "The ke
times when in our most recent election, only 9% of_the studenlt o y
Head
Coach
voted. Results: Amend. A-121 votes: Amend. B- 16 votes; and to._no
tomorrow's
change 127 votes. That's right folks, we voted for no change,
things really that wonderful out there? Hello. Hello. Anyone ou there?
Stdjte. The
The grocery store is celebrating the arrival of party mixers to thenplace at <
stock room. Mai-Tai mix, Tahiti-Joe, and seven pound bags of ice are a
Stadium.
' "If we
on sale. Great for last minute party plans on the way to the footbal
games. And isn't that a riot? . . .UOP's awesome volleyballers go against | hafe a grea
Hawaii on the 28th. Wonder how the volleyball budget compares to the conference
football team budget. I know, cheap shot. But a cheaper shot was pulled
Toedo.
"Wiuni
by some clowns who stole a couple of hundred dollars worth of equip
bijgest per
ment from the geology dept. The rock folks are on a tight budget as it is
They do not even have a secretary, right Roger? Maybe the psyche dep . "V e ve trie
next door could share with them. . .The real question is how did the rob an|
have w
nil ha\
bers get away. With all those brain-jarring speed bumps it should have
potot."
taken weeks to get off campus. Come on security. . .Too bad we didn t
] Utah is
spend the speed bump money on a real five-walled raquetball court.
Tilers dele;
Where are all you atletic professors? Speak up, don't be shy. . .The most
l/iand wei
popular question of the week has to be 'Does UOP have a library? An ship last ye.
swer seems to be 'No, but we have a gigantic sandbox in our backyard!'
1 ic p big boc
This week's movie is "The Sting" and no one should miss it, especially
Not tr
a f|us," say
you Paul and Robert fans.
many wea|
slob. We'll
THE CURTAIN
Fun across the eucalyptus curtain last weekend as Monte Carlo cesiand gar
night was as big a success as ever. Those quad folks really do have fun
right place
contrary to a popular east campus belief.. .And the food is said to be bet To;edo.
ter over there too. Right vegetarians? Could be some of those vegetables
1"They
are getting to their heads though. Seems there is a group of John B'ers wiidi a gre;
who regularly go skipping along the levee at mid-night. Comments one and a go<
diehard enthusiast, "We develop a really great rhythm. O.K. if you say T •do. "I
so!
In ordi
How many of you folks listen to KUOP often? Although publicly of 4ie defei
supported you would think they could play just a little bit of music for us asi having
kids. How 'bout after midnight like the old days?. . .Most unsafe place to ke< ping the
be this week seems to be around the engineers painted rock. An energetic cai ft affor
trio was attempting to repaint the rock when out from the trees sprang a sadToleek
pack of twenty crazies. The maniacs quickly took all the gallons of paint
j "We'I
and covered the trio from head to toe. As they escaped security pounced
off balanc
on the trio demanding an explanation. "Sorry we just don't know what
hejkurmise
provoked them," said one student. . .Like to wish all those future R.A.'s
"We 1
good luck in the first and second round of interviews this month.
th Tiger

B

FINAL NOTE
Wondering why the dorms were in such poor condition during Sept.
Ask any maintenance man. "The boss had us all over in the stadium get
ting it ready for the season." I know Stan, the football program is en
tirely, self-sufficient. See you next week.

Rob Reifer (Campus Security): "No.
There are plenty of places to get beer
without selling it in the Rathskellar."

co iching
s° i head
Ufeh State
ca i. We
be |a
re
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•MOBILE ATHLETIC SURGICAL HOSPITAL
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FOOTBALL PLAYER OF THE WEEK
UOP vs. South-Western Louisiana
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STEVE BRUNER
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UOP vs. Iowa State

Senior, 6'0", 180 lbs. from Oxnard,
California. Intercepted 2 passes, made
MIKE HOUSE
7 tackles, UOP victory 10-7.
Tight-end, senior, 6'3", 240 lbs. from
Oakdale, California. Caught 11 passes
for 90 yards, NCAA high for 1979, UOP
victory 24-7.
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our bags and catch a
^
;0 Kumamoto.

By Tammy Brecht
Pacifican Staff Writer

ball games triggered
ountry at an eastern |
joodness riot. Seven
-a-bar to every ganie
-,{Watergate fame to Sophomore Running Back Paul Schreiner rushes for yardage against Fullerton in UOP's last home game. The
he book "Blind Am.
Tigers hope to improve their home record to 2-1 as they face Utah State tomorrow night.
the nation's leaders,
id. . .Have we heard
e buck.

Utah seen as key turning point
By Karen Komsak

n headed for rougher
of the student body
116 votes; and for no
for no change. Are
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' have a library? Anbox in our backyard!'
uld miss it, especially

Pacifican Sports Editor

"The key to the season" is how
Head Coach Bob Toledo summarizes
tomorrow's match against Utah
'State. The conference game takes
place at 7:30 in Pacific Memorial
Stadium.
"If we win this game we will
.have a great chance at winning the
conference championship," says
Toledo.
"Winning: this game has been my
biggest personal goal," says Toledo.
'"We've tried to point to this game
fand have worked hard to get to this
point."
Utah is 6-5 in the series with the
Tigers defeating UOP last season 40'14 and were tied for the champion
ship last year. A UOP victory would
be a big boost to the Tiger program
"Not traveling and flying will be
a plus," says Toledo, but they have so
many weapons that they're hard to
stop. We'll have to take some chan
kend as Monte Carlo ces and garrible and hope to be at the
(Iks really do have fun right place at the right time," adds
efood is said to be bet- Toledo.
me of those vegetables
"They have a great quarterback
a group of John B'ers with a great backup, good receivers
night. Comments one Aincl a good running back," says
thm." O.K. if you say Toledo. "Defense will he the key."
In order to preserve the strength
n? Although publicly of the defense, Toledo sees the offense
ittle bit of music for us as having to sustain, therefore
. Most unsafe place to keeping the defense off the field. "We
ted rock. An energetic can't afford to give them the ball,"
rom the trees sprang a says Toledo.
all the gallons of paint
"We'll have to keep their defense
aped security pounced off balance and do the unexpected,"
! just don't know what
he surmises.
all those future R.A.'s
"We have tremendous respect for
•vs this month.
the Tigers on the basis of their
coaching staff," says Keith Gilbertson head offensive coordinator for
Utah State. "We'll play as well as we
condition during Sept. can. We'll be ready for the game
)ver in the stadium getbecause we know that UOP will be
ootball program is en- ready. This will be a big game for
us."
UOP comes into the game with
two victories behind them: one a

major upset and the other a matter of
standing their ground.
Looking back at the Tigers
emotional October 6 victory over
Iowa, Toledo comments, "Emotion
comes from playing well. We played
above our heads. We must play like
that to be successful."
Senior Offensive Guard Bruce
Filarsky (1978 Academic AilAmerican), suffered a knee injury and
underwent surgery following that
match, and will be out for the rest of
the season. "Losing Bruce will hurt
us," says Toledo.
Toledo feels that the Iowa defeat
gave the Tiger football program the
confidence needed; in the coaches
and in the program overall.
This was one of the Tigers biggest
wins in the last 10 years.
"It makes believers out of them

Soccer players
battle deficit
According to soccer coach Bruce
Spaulding, due to a lack of talent and
|experience, the men's soccer team is
now 1-12 overall and 1-2 in league.
"With what we've got,' says
Spaulding, "We're doing well.'
"Experience will build. Right
now we're in a building situation,
says Spaulding. "We're improving.
We're building for experience and
game knowledge."
Tomorrow the team will face
USC at home at 1 p.m. The next
home match after that will be Mon
day October 29 against San Francisco State at 3 p.m.
The soccer team finds itself at
somewhat
of a disadvantage because
!
I" of their difficulty to recruit soccer
| stars and/or keep players.
This problem, Spaulding feels, is
because of the lack of tuition waiver
scholarships for soccer players. Star
high school players are turned away
by rising costs at UOP and the lack of
financial aid for their sport.
Spaulding looks to next year as
possibly a time that this will pick up
and soccers financial resources will

S

:EK

lbs.

from

^ passes

9?9, UOP

increase.
This year the team is playing
with only four of eleven returning
starters.

(the players) and us (the coaches),"
says Toledo.
In last week's victory over
Southwestern Louisiana, the Tigers
"showed pride and poise."
"We were excited because we
kept playing hard and were looking
for breaks," says Toledo. "We just
really played hard and overcame a
lot of adversity."
' "We played just well enough to
win the game," adds Toledo.
Looking ahead again, to
tomorrow's match against Utah,
Toledo is hoping for a large crowd,
and believes that bringing Utah to
Stockton will be a chance for people
to see a great football team.
Toledo feels that there will he no
lack of motivation for the Tigers and
personally feels that it would be an
"honor" to beat Utah.

You can't keep a good team
down.
That's what the U.O.P. Women's
Volleyball team proved at their Oc
tober 11 home match against Santa
Clara after losing two straight road
matches.
The Tigers ended their 19 game a
winning stread on October 5 when S
they played the San Diego Aztecs. A|
combination of heavy traveling the
flu, and basic bad plr-'ing caused the i
Tigers to succumb ti >an Diego 13- "E
15, 15-8, 13-15, 15-7, 15-13. This \
troublesome combination followed 10
§•
Pacific to Los Angeles where they lost o
to third-ranked Pepperdine, 15-7, 12- g
15,4-15,14-16.
%
Coach Terry Liskevych seemed jj
quite grateful for the losses.
"These losses
rationalized °
everything for us. We must realize
Junior Lori Swanson and Sophomore Jayne Gibson exhibit the Tiger's
that we have to work hard to stay
defense skill in a recent women's volleyball game.
good. I don't want us getting big
heads," says Liskevych.
program.
we have to he
be 'ON,' said Liskevvcii.
However, Pacific bounced back
Liskevych and his Tigers faced
II we have any more than one per
agaiftst Santa Clara and breezed by
San Jose State at an October 13 home
son 'OFF.' we will be in trouble."
with 15-8, 15-4, 15-2." Impressive
match. The Tigers defeated San Jose
Pacific will get a chance to find
performances were registered by
15-7, 15-4, and 15-13.
out I row mentally prepared they are
Senior Patty Bere and Sophomore
"San Jose is a good team,"
as they face University of San Fran
Jayne Gibson, both with eight kills.
Liskevych reflects, "and the outcome
cisco on October 23 in the U.O.P.
Sophomore Ann Connolly dished out
of our match will probably determine
gymnasium.
the league championship."
five service aces.
' On October 28 the Tigers,
"Santa Clara is a young team,"
In order for the Tigers to heat
ranked fifth in the nation, will meet
San Jose, they must learn to become
says Liskevych. "They are really
first ranked Hawaii at the Delta
mentally prepared for their matches.
struggling, hut they have made a
College gymnasium. Came time is 4
"II we want to he a great team.
committment to upgrade their
p.m.

Photo by Susan Shinkai

Experience builds winner
By Karen Komsak
Pacifican Sports Editor

"For every little boy, the first
thing he's introduced to is sports. For
me, I liked football the best," says
Senior Linebacker Dallas Nelson.
Nelson used that early exposure
to his best advantage by developing
his inherent talent to the extent that
he is now considered one of the
leading linebackers in college foot
ball.
Nelson made his season's third
nomination for the Miller Award a
winning one as he recorded 6 solo
tackles, assisted on 9 others, stopped
the runner twice for losses, one for a
safety, caused one fumble and
recovered another as Iowa was able
to garner just 153 yards total offense.
Nelson, who was nominated for
*
the third time this season, was chosen
as the Air California-PCAA "Defen
Sophomore Bob Bejan, one of the top three leading scorers for the Tiger's water polo team this season, passes the
sive Player-of-the-Week" for his role
ball to a teammate in a recent water polo match.
in the Tiger victory over Iowa.
In 1978 Nelson was chosen as the
most valuable defensive player on the
Tiger's team. He was also acclaimed
as player of the week for his skill
which he displayed in the September
22 game against Idaho in which he
in the PCAA this year.
Those contests include last
By Tammy Brecht
had 20 tackles and one tackle for a
Tomorrow, the Tigers will face
Saturday's meet against Cal State
Pacifican Staff Writer
loss.
San
Jose State at San Jose; however,
Fullerton who bested the Tigers 18Nelson feels that each linebacker
today Pacific faces San Francisco
Water polo coach J. Connor Sut- 10.
State at home. Gametime is 3 p.m.
Pacific will face its greatest meet
ton has high hopes for the rest of the
"The kids should come out to see
on October 26th as they travel to UC
Tigers' season.
the
game,"
said Sutton. "I think they
Santa
Barbara
and
face
the
Gauchos.
"If we can pull things together,
would
find
it
stimulating."
According
to
Sutton,
UCSB
is
the
best
we should be able to win most of the
• Connor Sutton, head water polo
season's remaining dual meets," says
coach at UOP for 11 years, has an
Sutton.
nounced his resignation effective at
Those victories would be a big
the end of the season. He will remain
boost to the Tiger team. In the Oc
at Pacific as sports medicine director
tober fifth home match against Long
By Marti Coyne
They later added two more to bring
in the Department of Physical
Beach State, the Tigers were downed
Pacifican Staff Writer
the half t' ne score to 3-0.
Education.
18-5. UC Davis traveled to UOP on
Sutton began coaching the Tigers
The Tigers were not about to be
The field hockey team has
October sixth to beat Pacific 13-8.
in
1963
after starring for Pacific in
blown
off
the
field
however,
and
brought its home record to 1-1 and
The Tigers turned in valiant efforts,
water
polo
and swimming. He left in
allowed
only
one
goal
the
entire
road record to 0-8-1. In league com
but just couldn't pull things together
1968
to
pursue his doctorate,
second
half.
Stanford's
offense
was
petition, the Tigers lost to Stanford 4for a win.
returning
to
coach in 1973. His
led
by
ail-American
Nancy
White
0 and Sacramento 5-0.
This streak of bad luck changed
teams have won over 150 games. He
Due to injuries, the Tigers have who dominated the play the first half,
on October 12th when the Tigers
also has coached swimming and ten
not played with the full starting line but was thwarted by Pacific in the
faced Fresno State. It was a game
nis at Pacific.
up since pre-season. Two weeks ago, second. "It was one of the best halves
Sutton was anxiously waiting for.
Gordon Collet will assume the
the Tigers defeated American River we've had." said Coach Karla Konet.
"If we play up to our ability, we
coaching
position next season.
Against Sac State, the Tigers
on Tiger turf 2-1 by a goal scored in
can beat Fresno. They're a scrappy
were
again
without
the
services
of
the last 30 seconds by Junior Jill
team; they were at the bottom of the
McCarthy, but were only down 1-0 at
JAn intramural co-ed football
Moore.
league last year, and we beat them at
tournament will be taking place this
The win proved costly however, the half after evenly matched play on
last year's season tournament.
afternoon from 3-6 p.m. and
when star Freshman Laura McCar both sides. The Hornet's Star for
Pacific certainly looked good as
ward
entered
the
game
after
the
half
tomorrow from 2-5 p.m.
thy was sidelined with an arm injury.
they gave Fresno State a good
and
the
Tigers
were
scored
on
four
The teams will consist of 3 men
She did not play in the Tiger's next
workout and then overpowered them
and 3 women. Rosters will be limited
game with Yuba, which resulted in a times.
12-10. Sutton gives credit to Senior
Team Captain Mary Cusick sus
to ten players, and a round robin
2-1 loss for Pacific.
Jeff Sealy, Junior John Drake, and
format will be used in matching
In last week's home game with tained a neck injury but will be okay
Sophomore Bob Bejan who have been
teams.
Stanford, McCarthy started and Friday against Southern Oregon on
the most consistant Tigers this season.
More information and rules are
played the entire game but with ob Tiger turf. The.game is at 4:00 p.m.
"We are a basically up and down
available in the intramqfal
office.
vious difficulty and decreased per on the Brookside Field.
ll*3
team," laments Sutton. "We have
The Tigers next league game is
formance due to the injured arm. The
been playing very inconsistantly;
Cards came tearing out onto the field against UC Davis October 31 on the
frankly, we've lost contests we should
and quickly scored the first goal. Brookside Field at 3 p.m.
have won."

Water polo coach has high hopes for
pulling together tiger season

has a style of his own and what works
for him might not work for someone
else. He attributes his success as a
linebacker to experience along with
good coaching and a good up.bringing.
"I was brought up pretty well. I
always have help if I need it," he
says.
Nelson is very interested in inter
personal relations and feels football
has helped him further this interest.
"In any sport you meet a lot of
people," says Nelson, "and it's most
important in football to have good in
terpersonal communication because
you have to relate between the
players."
Nelson is a senior com
munication arts student. He origin
ally was a business major, but
changed, he says, because "I found it
was difficult to do both football and
accounting. I wish I'd gotten into
communication arts sooner, I'm •
much happier. I want to do well in
both football and school," he adds.
After graduation, Nelson would
like to play professional football and
counsel run-away children. He con
siders playing pro his goal, but also
enjoys working with people,
"especially
young
kids
and
teenagers."

SPORTS BRIEFS

Women's field hockey plays
against injuries

• Twelve of the best collegiate golf
teams in the west will battle for the
championship of the UOP Golf In
vitational, October 29 and 30, at
Stockton Golf and Country Club.
Tiger golf coach Glen Albaugh
says, "All of the best teams in the
West will participate with the excep
tion of Oregon. The Invitationa an
nually features top players
teams, and 1979 is no exception.'
Tee-off time each day is 7:3C
a.m. Each golfer will play 54 holes
with individual and team trophies
awarded.
# Men's varsity baseball is now in
volved in a winter league that
continue to compete for five more
weeks, with three teams from UOP
playing in a double-header every
Sunday.
The purpose of this program is to
evaluate the players for varsity and
junior varsity teams.
# Sports clubs that wish to receive
refunds from the club sports contin
gency fund should subrrflt requests by
October 26.
Applications and information
are available in the gym. See Kathy
Klein or call 2471.
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Debate ends with U
(CPS)-Years of firey debate end
ed September 27 when Congress lift
ed federal education programs out of
their home in the U.S. Dept. of
Health, Education & Welfare (HEW),
and gave them a new, cabinet-level
slot of their own: the U.S. Dept. of
Education.

Association of State Universities and
Land Grant Colleges disagrees that
the department could make a bureau
cratic stew of education.
"I am optimistic that the new de
partment will make positive changes
on campus. Now you (will) have a
secretary who is not worried about
hospital costs, medicare, or other
problems not related to education,"
Debaters are still claiming the
as was the case in HEW.
new department will help or hurt
Yet hostility toward the new de
higher education. But now that it's a
partment remains strong. "We don't
reality, will it make any real dif
feel the federal government should
ference in the life of the average
decide (education) policy on a cabinet,
college student?
level," says Phyllis Frank, a spokes
"Nothing directly," says Joel
woman for the American Federation
Packer, a lobbyist for the United
of Teachers. "Now that the depart
States Student Association, which ment is a reality, we will work with
supported the creation of the depart them, but we still think that a broadment. "Eventually, we hope more at based agency is more valid."
tention will be paiu to education on a
Many opponents of the break
national level."
from HEW still see the department as
He speculates that the new de
a purely political move by President
partment, made up of fewer bureau
Carter. They say Carter's 1976 cam
paign promise to create a separate ed
cratic levels than the old U.S. Office
ucation department was a less-thanof Education, might make the feds
sincere attempt to gain crucial early
more oppn to student input. He says
support from the National Education
the new department might even in
Association (NEA), the powerful
clude a grievance center for students.
teachers union. The president con
Layton Olson of the National
tinued to lobby for the department as
Student Education Fund hopes the
a means of shoring up support from
new department might implement a
the NEA for 1980. Indeed, the NEA
two-way communication system
endorsed
Carter's re-election cam
between higher education official:
paign on the day the department bill
and students.
went to Carter for signature.
"The department;" he maintains,
"should provide better com
munication td students about
education topics like career and
financial aid. We hope that it will
also provide better access to the pres
ident." A new department could also
lead to more parental, student, and
public involvement in education.
If student advocates are a bit in
definite about just how students
might benefit from this upheaval in
the federal education establishment,
there have been studies forecasting a
rosier departmental future for certain
academic discipline
Charles Kidd, a Georgetown Uni
versity professor, conducted a study
for the office of Technology Assess
ment that predicts that a major
benefit o1 a "comprehensive, wellrounded" education department
would be better coordination of
research on campuses around the
country. Kidd also said the better
organization could facilitate more

III

Paid advertisement

Kidd's study said there may be
disadvantages to a centralized de
partment, too.
There's a risk that higher educa
tion could take a back seat to other
levels of education, he warns. He also

Internships in London
red tape.
Jerry Roschwalb of the American

UOP student robbed

education data that are more easily
collected into analyses. Policy plan
ners would thus have an easier time
of it.

Archania runs
game ball
Archania is trying to gather sup
port and money for its running of the
Game Ball to San Jose State Novem
ber 10th.
Money pledged for the ninetymile run will be used to benefit the
Hanot Foundation of Lodi, an
organization which aids handicap
ped and mentally retarded children
and adults. Pledges can be paid by
the mile or as a straight donation.
Those wishing to support Archania's run for the handicapped and
mentally retarded can contact Archania's Director of Community
Projects, Peter Gilroy, at 946-9366 or
465-9988.

A 23-year UOP student is good
condition in St. Joseph's Hospital af
ter he was stabbed four times and
robbed of more than $1,000 by a
female hitchiker early Sunday.
' Police said Richard Staaterman,
of the 1400 block of Elmwood
Avenue, gave the woman a ride in his
station wagon at Bianchi Road and
Claremont Avenue.
The woman,
about 25 and wearing blue jeans and
a red halter, pulled a knife and sai3,
"I want your money."
Staaterman refused and ordered
the hitchiker out of the vehicle at
Bianchi and Bidwell Place as he

threw his walled into the rear of the
station wagon. When the woman
went after the billfold, a scuffle en
sued and Staaterman was stabbed in
the chest, back, right arm and neck.
Unaware of the severity of his
wounds, Staaterman began driving
the vehicle in a swaying manner to
keep his unwelcomed passenger off
balance as she screamed I ll kill you.
you s.o.b."
After driving a short distance,
Staaterman noticed he was bleeding
and stopped the car. The woman fled
and the victim drove to the hospital
for treatment.

Pacifican Staff Writer
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The criteria for the speech was
based on the inspiration on the part
of the speaker, the content of the

Five finalists have been chosen to sPeech' and the enunciation of the
run for the 1979-80 Homecoming contestant. The 12 contestants were
Queen.
Cindy Norton, Jody narrowed down to five finalists and
Cracknell, Marleta Warneke, Tricia announced to the campus on MonHerbert and Salinda Toogood have daybeen named by a panel of five judges
Miss Norton is being sponsored
to represent the University of the by Alpha Chi Omega, Miss Cracknell
Pacific in the all student election for by Kappa Alpha Theta, Miss War
Homecoming Queen.
neke by Ritter House, Miss Herbert
by Casa Werner and Miss Toogood
Sponsored by the University Cen
by Delta Gamma.
ter Programs Council, the origianl 12
The all student body election will
contestants were judged on a three
be
held
on Thursday and Friday, Oc
minute speech, a one minute
tober
25
and 26 in the University
modeling walk, and a two minute
question and answer period with the Center. An ASUOP identification
will be required before voting.
judges.
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Discover (JSC's
Master Degree Program

314

A representative will be at Graduate Opportunity Day
From 1 0 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Monday, October 22

cares how you want your hair styled!
Barber Salon - Beauty Salon- Boutique

$1.00 Discount off any service we provide
at 1 41 5 Rosemarie lane, Suite "A"
Stockton, Behind 7-11 Store on Pershing
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UDXL combines a carefully engineered and assembled shell with
the revolutionary new Epitaxial particle tape for the finest, most
consistent sound reproduction currently available.
Outstanding sensitivity and high output throughout the entire
frequency spectrum. UDXL I for normal bias, UDXL B for high.

UDXL I (Normal Bias) or
UDXL II (High Bias)
60-MINUTE CASSETTE:
90-MINUTE CASSETTE:

Bro'

"Aexieo and I
Albright Lectu

MAXELL EXCELS
UD T I UD

„

working

SPECIAL SALE AT TOWER ON 12 MAXELL TAPES

Who cares?

An metric
e and a cl<

for the rest of Europe.
If you would like more information, you can write to the EPA Otti«
at Marymount College, Tarrytown, New York 10591.

Homecoming Queen
By Susan Hawkins
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ULTRA-DYNAMIC

Phone today
- 477-9388
(Offer expires Oct. 1,1979)
Owned by G. Barney
formerly of Beverly Hills Hotel
and
Hair Design Instructor
Has designed hair for world celebrities

Utilizing the highly acclaimed PX Gamma Hematite magnetic oxide
Maxell s UD Ultra-Dynamic tape provides a much improved output,
notably in the high frequency range. This is especially important
with many of the popular noise-reduction systems in use today
where highs sometimes suffer at the expense of lower noise.

Are Your
AUTO
INSURANCE
COSTS
TOO HIGH?

Special College
Student Rates
478-2450

Budget Payments
DUTCHER INSURANCE Agency
4422 No. Pershing Suite D-8

Stockton, CA 95207

Maxell LN Low-Noise (Improved) series tapes have long been the first
choice for those where the balance between high performance and low
cost is important. Ideal for business meetings, news events, language
and music practice, or as accompaniment to film and slide presentations.

UD/ULTRA-DYNAM1C
46-MINUTE CASSETTE:
60-MINUTE CASSETTE:
90-MINUTE CASSETTE:
120 MINUTE CASSETTE:

LN/LOW-NOISE
46-MINUTE CASSETTE60-MINUTE CASSETTE!
90-MINUTE CASSETTE:
120-MINUTE CASSETTE:

2.22
2.66

3.33
4.44
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1.99
2.66
3.33
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For those who have never played
Bingo Night, Casa Jackson gives
assurances that there is no reason to
worry or feel inhibited from joining
in the fun. Efforts will be carefully
undertaken to assure that everyone
understands the game fully before en
tering into the spirited competition
for the prizes that await the winners.'
Each player will be given a program
sheet upon purchase of his ticket,
which lists the names of the games,
and diagrams those games that are
not self-explanatory in the margin.
The caller will cite a short de
scription of birigo in general before
play begins at 7:30, and will add per
tinent comments during the course of

Pacifican Staff Writer

ed in London,
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An electric typewriter, a I
video
game, and a clock radio are among
the prizes to be won at Bingo Night
,r working for Mern^ on October 30.
working
for a Lo, 1
The evening
and ctilci
enter-"
° of fun «"u
pjtal. Other opp0rt^ tainment sponsored by Casa Jackson
seumsand Art Gallerj( will begin at 7:30 p.m. (you are ading Advertising, Trav vised to arrive early) at the Grace
Covell Dining Hall.
The idea behind Bingo Night is
lg in London itself 9|)
[any students, at the
that Gasa Jackson hopes to assemble
irst but then coming ( the LOP community for a night of
on their own two f^jjfun and excitement.
This Bingo
30difficult!
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)pportunity Day

^ State Dept. speaks
on Latin America
The Paraguayan Desk Officer for
the U.S. State Department will
deliver two speeches on Latin
American politics October 22 and
23.
Tim Brown, will lecture on'
"Mexico and the U.S.A. Policies," in
Albright Lecture Hall at 7:30 p.m. on
the 22.
On October 23 he will speak on
"The South American Country
Politics" in the Raymond-Callison
Common Room at 1 :p.m.
Brown will be on campus both
LMonday and Tuesday to answer
I questions.
Brown has been with the State
Department for over 15 years as a
• foreign service officer in several dilJerent countries. Today, his primary
concerns are the Latin American
Countries and their relationship with
(the United States.
The ASUOP Forum on National
• Priorities will sponsor the lectures.

London
Term

TAPES

students, new or returning, who are
interested in international affairs,
participatory learning, and academic
and social interaction with students
from other universities.
Quite a
number of Pacific students have
already expressed such an interest, so
anyone who would like to participate
but who was unable to attend the in
troductory meeting should be sure to
come this Sunday (or see of the
faculty advisors, Professors Jerry
Hewitt or Larry Pippin, right away).
MUN is a full-scale simulation of
the United Nations and its major
working bodies, involving over 1,000
students from most of the colleges
and universities in the western United
States. This year Pacific will be
representing Spain, Afghanistan, and
Austria, plus a fourth country yet to
be chosen.

Intercultural
Comm. Workshop
If you work in a multicultural
envirorpggjt, then a series of two
seminars in intercultural com
munication is for you.
The workshops will provide par
ticipants with an opportunity to
study the cultural variables (thought
patterns, attitudes, beliefs, values,
verbal and non-verbal expressions,
and life styles) demonstrated by
people living in the Middle East, Far
East and North America.
The instructor will be Dr. Halvor
Hansen.
Workshop A: Communicating
with Verbal Language will be held
Friday, November 2, 5:00 p.m. to
10:00 p.m.; Saturday, November 10,
November 3, 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
The location will be in Wendell
Phillips Center, Room 123. One unit
of extended education credit is
available. Tuition is $32.
Workshop B: Communicating
with Non-Verbal Language will be
held on Friday, November 9, 5:00
p.m. to 10:00 p.m.; Saturday,
November 10, 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
The location will be Wendell Phillips
Center, Room 123. One unit of ex
tended education credit is available
and tuition is $32.

Winter

Students participating in "Win
der Term in London," sponsored by
1 the English and Drama Departments
,will meet this afternoon at 4 p.m. in
305 Knoles Hall.
The course will include ex
ploration of English Theatre, and
some of the finest galleries and
museums in the world, as well as
seminar meetings with selected
speakers.
The trip is being coordinated by
Dr. S. Kahn of the Drama Depart
ment, and Dr. M. McCullen of the
English Department.

Pacific model U.N.
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This Sunday, October 21, at 3:00
in Albright Auditorium (WPC 140),
Pacific Model United Nations will
hold its second general meeting of the
1979-80 year. All applications for
i positions on this year's delegations
| ' will be due at that time.
MUN at Pacific is open to all

UISIMUM
ONLY

$68.95
ON SPECIAL PROMOTION DAYS

JOSTEN'S NATIONALCOLLEGE RING WEEK
i

•
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The one symbol of your achievements that you will wear
throughout the rest of your career. And the one best week to
choose it. Your Josten's representative will be on campus on
the following days with the full line of quality Josten s
college rings.
See JosteifS GOLD RINGS i n 10K a n d UK. NEW LUSTRIUM now $68.95

DATES.
PLACE_

VISA

< i

Serves UOP

Now you can ride the night coach to night classes, night-life
or shopping!
SMTD's air-conditioned buses will let you off and pick you up
right in front of the main entrance, every weekday until 10:10 P.M.
Don't hassle parking, gas or crossing streets ...

October 25

TIME.

UOP School of Pharmacy

JOSTEN'S

9-2

For complete schedule and route info
call olir new number

IT'S SMARTER TO GO

STOCKf

'MTOCAU. 9 4 3 - I I H

OV MtTHORQLITAiV

TRAHSIT DISTRICT

SPEED READING COURSE
TAUGHT IN STOCKTON

Arrangements have been made
You only have to attend one of
for California Rapid Reading Center these free lectures for complete
to conduct their famous speed details on entrance requirements,
reading and study technique course class schedules and classroom
to a limited number of qualified procedures. There is no obligation to
people here in Stockton.
enroll by attending one of these free
meetings and many valuable tips on
This course can train the average how to improve your own reading
person to read five to ten times faster speed at home will be given. Stu
and with better comprehension, con dents, businessmen, and business
centration, and improved retention.
women alike will benefit from this
valuable lecture.
The course guarantees to triple a
person's reading speed or 1,000 wor
These free meetings will be con
ds per minute, whichever is greater, ducted as follows:
and with better comprehension. The Mon. Oct. 29th at 7:45 p.m.
guarantee, however is a bare Tue. Oct. 30th at 7:45 p.m.
minimum, as the average graduate Wed. Oct 31st at 7:45 p.m.
will end the course in excess of 2,000 Thur. Nov. 1st at 7:45 p.m.
Fri. Nov. 2nd at 7:45 p.m.
words per minute.
Sat. Nov. 3rd at 10:30 a.m. & 1:30
p.m.

The course requires that you at
tend class one night per week for just
three short weeks. At the end of the
course an in-depth advanced homestudy course on cassette will be given
each student as a reinforcement too)
and will allow the student to attair
his maximum ability.
Meetings will be held at the following
locations:

Stagg
School

High

Room G-5

SHARP MAKES NEWS
IN
SdENITFICS.
With an incredibly advanced line of calculators.
Choose the one that speaks your language.

Introducing the Sharp Scientifics.
With the newest concepts in scientific cal
culators. Ideal for students, scientists,
mathematicians and professionals in virtu
ally every discipline.
These powerful new hand-held scien
tific instruments are versatile, responsive,
easy-to-operate. They offer a choice that's

NEW DIRECT
FORMULA ENTRV
SCIENTIFIC

just right for you. From Direct Formula Entry
Alpha numerics to a slim, trim LCD
Now you can solve the most complex
algebraic problems accurately and quickly.
So get smart. Choose the Sharp Scien
tific that speaks your language. It will make a
big difference in your work.
The incredibly advanced calculators with Direct
Formula Entry and an Alpha .tumeric Dot Matrix LCD
with Rolling Writer. Unique .ursor. Operates in 3
modes: AER, COMP St STAT. Edit, correct or
test your formula without using a pencil. Recall
it at the touch of a key. Safe Guard™ memory.

The 5100 $99.95

24 character display, rolling writer for
up to 80 steps, 10 data memories.

The 5101 $79.95

16 character display, rolling writer tor
up to 48 steps, 5 data memories.

The 5813 $36.88

3.33
4.44

ETTE: 3.33

the evening.
Finally, other staff members that
are known as card readers will be on
the floor at all times to help players
who need it.
Tickets for this night of fun and
frivolity are $2.50 in advance and
$3.00 at the door.
The significance of players pur
chasing their tickets in advance is
twofold.
First, advance registration will
give Casa Jackson an indication of
how many people will attend the
bingo night, so that they can easily
control the number of players.
Secondly, if Bingo Night goes
over very well in the stage of advan
ced sales, they can be certain that
they would have sufficient revenue to
purchase many additional prizes. So,
buy up early.
Tickets will be on sale at all
dining halls during dinner, as well as
in front of the Elbert Covell Centro,
from 7:00 to 10:00 and at the Advan
ced Campus Electronics University
Center during business hours. They
can also be purchased from head
residents or R.A.'s.
As an added feature, the living
group that has the highest percentage
of its residents registered for Bingo
Night by Oct. 26 will be awarded an
additional bonus game, in which
those residents that hold tickets will
play for a special bonus prize. As the
percentage of residents is taken in
calculation and not the number
thereof, residence halls of every size
have an opportunity to win.

NEW LCD
PROGRAMMABLE
SCIENTIFIC

2.22
2.66

SET?c 166
SET?c: 199
47J: 2.66

Page 9

Fun and entertainment NOW...
*
planned for Bingo Night Night Bus Service

Russel s
Iniverstiy between q
Rochester,

October 19, 1979

30-step programmable cal
culator with 15 parentheses and
9 statistical functions. High
visibility 8-digit, scientific
notation, 8 mantissa/2 ex
ponent LCD. 7 memories
plus Safe Guard.™

NEW
FULL-FEATURED
SCIENTIFIC
The 5808 $26.88
Slim line scientific
calculator with 8-digit
mantissa/2-digit exponent
and 3-key memory. DEG/
RAD/GRAD mode
selector switch. Prepro
grammed statistical
calculations in
statistical mode.

NEW
VALUE-PACKED
SCIENTIFIC
The 503 $22.88
Economical LCD
scientific calculator with 38
functions. 8-digits, scientific
notation, 5 mantissa/2 ex
ponent. 4 parentheses.
Degrees, radians and
gradiants. Square root.
Safe Guard™ memory.

: :

The Pacifican
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Regent's Retreat Speaker:

S t u d e n t s a n d faculty are at the heart

I 1

of the whole university business."
x

JHI

The first annual Regent's Retreat
at Asilomar on October 8 and 9
featured two panel discussions with
students, faculty and administration,
and extensive presentation on the
Greater
Pacifican
Campaign
highlighted by a talk given by
President-emeritus of Mills College,
Dr. Easton Rothwell.
Roth well, who was to speak on
"The Anatomy of a University," an
nounced to the audience that he had
thrown out his first speech in order to
give a talk dealing with some of the
points brought up in the earlier
presentations, which included
discussion of academic and student
life, and financial stability.
"I have known this University
since 1^32," Rothwell began. "I
knew Tully Knoles quite well. I knew
Robert Burns. I have learned more in
the past few days than in the
preceeding 47 years."
"Students and faculty," »<
stated, "have been the core of > very
university since the first in the Middle
Ages. They are at the heart of the
whole university business which is,
allerall. learning and teaching."
• The Board of Regents," he con
tinued, "has an awesome body ol
responsibilities."
Rothwell spoke of a social

Regents Bing Wallace & Roy Brandenburger at retreat

revolution affecting students today,
"There has been a revolution in
mores, values, behavior. There exists
di.mged sexual patterns, and a drug
culture. There has been a permanent
change in society. The most tragic ef
fect has been a lowering of expec-

UOP Prof, authors book
on
Egyptian
Press
By Patrick McDowell
Pacifican Staff Writer

The mixing of journalism,
politics, and power in Egypt is the
subject of a new book written by Dr.
Munir Nasser of the Communication
Department.
The assistant professor of jour
nalism is the author of "Press,
Politics, and Power: Egypt's Heikal
and Al-Ahram," a new book just
published by the Iowa State Univer
sity Press.
The book unfolds the story of
Mohamed Hassanein Heikal, former
editor of the famous Cairo newspaper
and close friend and confidant of the
late President Gamal Abdul Nasser,
against the backdrop of the explosive
politics of the Middle East.
In telling Heikal's story, Nasser
touches upon the events, the people
and the issues that have made the
Middle East what it is today. Over a
l>eriod of one month in 1976, Nasser
interviewed Heikal in Cairo while
preparing for the book. Much of the
information revealed by Heikal has
not been published before. As one
journalism professor commented
"l'o my knowledge there is no com
prehensive treatment of the subject
matter anywhere, certainly not in the
English language."
Described by the "New York
Times Magazine" as the "world's
most powerful journalist," Heikal
was accorded a privileged position in
Egyptian politics through which he
uniquely combined journalistic in
fluence and political power for
almost three decades. He is shown in
the book in his powerful role as
President Nasser's alter ego, often
posing his own ideas while
disagreeing with Nasser's plans and

•

Rothwell turned to President
McCaffrey, saying, "One thing I have
learned is that the atmosphere of a
university is important. I have ob
served the atmosphere of UOP to be
very congenial. The family of t'
university is motivated by warm
and geniality."

tations for the future."
"There used to be an 'American
Dream'; a sense that you could make
it. In the last 15 years those expec
tation have been cut off. Students are
unsure. The future is in doubt as it
has never been in doubt before.
There is a feeling among students that
they cannot control what lies ahead.
"The function of a university,"
he stressed, "is not to place people in
jobs; it is to educate, to do something
to the spirit, mind, vision and critical
capacity of the student; to present the

An enthusiastic update on the
Campaign for a Greater Pacific was
overseen by Roy Brandenburger.
Bing Wallace, Chairman of the
campaign for the San Joaquin County
area spoke forcefully about her
progress in the campaign.
Wallace, who has organized an
advisory council and is preparing to
begin prospect solicitation, was
recognized for her dedication to the
$30 million fund-raising campaign
which is to be used for extensive
physical improvements and additions
to the Stockton, Sacramento, and San
Francisco campuses.
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Dean Rowland

Pharmacy dean to retire
Dr. Ivan W. Rowland, the Dean
3f the School of Pharmacy, has an
nounced his retirement at the end of
the 1979-80 academic year.
The UOP dean has been active in
pharmacy education for more than
40 years and a dean for 25 of those
years. He served two years as dean,
and 16 years as a faculty member at
the Idaho State University School of
pharmacy.
In 1955 Rowland came to Pacific
to start the pharmacy school. He has
been the only dean the school has
ever had.
When Rowland started at UOP
the pharmacy enrollment was 20 prepharmacy
students
and
20
professional students. The school was
housed in a portion of the Weber Hall
Science building. He has since led the
school to a current enrollment of
more than 150 pre-pharmacy stu
dents,
540
undergraduate

of Wa

|contrasti
ear s H
tyne's m
Gleeson

professional pharmacy students an^'
21 graduate students.
fhe five
In 1969 a new ultra-modern H
orator
million facility for pharmae^.j^ to jmpre
education was opened under hi-racLnell, Tr
guidance.
ijortin, Saline!
His awards and honors inclu<Ga Warneke.
eight years as Grant President of Ph
(;racknell
Delta Chi national pharmacy fratertj.du(Ltion ma
ity, selection as California Pharma^j^ nated by
cist of the year, election to the Ameri^^ t runnir
can Board of Diplomats in fhai^ue<n she sai
macy, selection as Educator of thj0
mild u|
Year by the California Pharmacis^,^ lCOming a
Association,
recipient
of
th
Herbert,
Distinguished Pharmacy Educat<praIige Coun
Award from Abbott Laboratory
Award
Laboratorie
and membership in the Californiag|| fcificJ
^
uu Club
Commonwealth
Susanne Walker, a second y
student in the school of Pharmac
and Sapha treasurer said, "We|
like and admire Dean Rowland, u
will hate to see him go."

Tplftvision actor

Dean Butler reflects on life after UOP
By Susan Pillow
Editor-in-Chief

Dr. Munir Nassar

Heikal's rise to power began in
1952, with Nasser's successful
deposition of King Farouk. Heikal
took over the editorship of Al-Ahram
in 1957, at a time when the paper
was in danger of failing. Heikal soon
proposed innovative plans to keep
"Al-Ahram" afloat. In a few years,
he was able to create a journalistic
empire generally regarded as one of
the most advanced newspaper com
plexes in the world. Under Heikal,
"Al-Ahram" became one of the most
authoritative sources for understan
ding Middle Eastern events.
Heikal's editorship of "AlAhram" came to an end in 1974
when President Anwar Sadat
removed the outspoken editor from
the post. Heikal has become a
vehement critic of Sadat's excessive
dependence on the Americans in
seeking a settlement with Israel.
Today, he is facing increasing
government pressure to restrain his
criticism of the Sadat peace
initiative. Though none of his works
are published in Egypt, he is widely
read in other Arab countries.
Senior Martin Burt will be
Nasser is a native of Birzeit on
heading home to Paraguay for this
the
West Bank of Jordan. He has
Christmas as the recipient of 2 roundworked
as both a print and broadcast
trip tickets to Paraguay he earned as
journalist
throughout the Middle
first-place winner of a State Depart
East.
He
came
to the United States in
ment essay contest.
1973, earning his M.A. at the Univer
The 22-year old Covell senior's
sity of South Carolina and his Ph.D at
essay on the three Americans he most
the University of Missouri at Colum
admires, took first place from among
bia.
75 entries from Paraguayan residents
In addition to teaching at UOP,
in the contest sponsored by the U.S.
Nasser
has taught journalism at the
State Department's International
University
of Iowa and at Birzeit
Communications Agency.
University on the West Bank of the
Burt, currently the president of
Jordan. His other publications in
ASUOP, wrote about the late jour
clude several articles and convention
nalist Edward R. Murrow, former
papers, especially the first-prize entry
Texas Congressional Representative
at the Association for Education in
Barbara Jordan, and the late Walt
Journalism in 1974. He is also the
Disney.
author of an article titled "Freedom's
The first place prize included
Double Edge: The Arab Press Under
$ 1,000 and two round-trip tickets
Israeli Occupation," published in
from Washington, D.C. to Paraguay.
Journalism Quarterly in 1975.

Burt wins award

inn science as forms of
arts, poetry, and
expression. This is the purpose of the
" iheral Arts."
"This cannot be achieved with a
simple scattering of courses. But the
question remains, how do you keep a
university running?
Rothwell pointed to the inter
relationship of the professional
programs with Liberal Arts.
"The other horn of the dilem
ma," he said, "is to keep the univer
sity going with cyclical change; to
accomodate current needs, to meet
bills, to keep up with salaries, during
changes of academic appetite. It is a
rather shocking dilemma."

"Little House On The Prairie" is
NBC's top-rated show and it is
gaining an audience at UOP as old
friends tune in to watch their former
classmate, Dean Butler, as Laura
Ingall's first love, Almonzo Wilder.
While visiting the campus last
Wednesday, the 1979 COP graduate
spoke about his role on the series
while reflecting on the transition
from university life to the "outside
world."
"If I could choose any show to be
on," he said, referring to 'Little
House,' "it would be like that one.
The admiration that people have loi
the values represented in the show is
tremendous."
"It is," he continued, "a fantasy.
It is written through the eyes of a lit
tle girl. It is for children and for
people who are young at heart..."
Commenting on his role as
Almonzo Wilder, Butler called it a
romantic role. "The role gets atten
tion because Melissa Gilbert is one of
America's most popular young ladies
and there is certainly an interest in
the romance."
Butler also said that further
development of his character will
come.
"People who are purely
romantic aren't interesting. "They're
. . .well.. .sappy."
Butler talked about getting out of
the character for awhile during a
recent appearance on the game show
"Make Me Laugh."
"In my case though there is not a
lot of difference between what they
(the public) see in the character and
what they see in me."
When he accepted the role last
Spring Butler described himself as
"very much status quo, but not in the
contemporary sense. I'm much more
traditional. . .1 feel quite certain that
the character is supposed to be like I
am."
While explaining his role in the
fledgling romance that will someday
result in the marriage of Laura and
Almonzo, the subject shifted to his costar, Melissa Gilbert.
The marriage, Butler affirmed,
will come about eventually, but
"Melissa has got some growing up to
do." "She is," he remarked, "in
telligent and charming. She really
has her feet on the ground."
1 here is not, he continued, an

ounce of 'Hollywood Brat' in Melissa
Gilbert. Her parents have done a
great job raising her. I find her
totally charming."
When asked (by several inquiring
coeds) if Michael Landon really looks
as young in person as he does on the
screen, Dean chuckled, "Yes, Michael
is in great shape. He lifts weights,
he's in the sun a lot..."
"He's been on television for so
many years to be as popular as he is."
Butler commented.
Pa Ingalls is not, the romantic
character that Little Jpe was. Instead
he represents morality, love, family. .
the father figure," said Butler.
"That is what he is to all of us.
He does everything," Butler con
tinued enthusiastically. "It is a great
accomplishment for any one man to
do so much."
I have a lot of respect for him. I
am also grateful to him for what he
has done, both for the viewing
audience and for me. He has picked
up my career and given it some sub
stance."
Butler went into some of the
varying aspects of television versus
stage acting when asked about the
technicalities of his job.
"There is a lot of waiting," he
answered. "So much has to happen
before the actor walks in front of the
camera. Television is so unlike stage.
Actors are not the primary concern,
it is a technicians' medium. The ac
tor must make the scene work within
the technicians' perameter."
"From a performance standpoint
there is not a lot of time to do what
you are going to do. You learn the
lines rapidly.
You make choices
rapidly. It is a different kind of skill
than that involved in stage."
"Stage actors," he said, "can
make the transition to film quickly,
but it doesn't often work the other
way. The stage is infinitely richer.
There one cannot depend on
technicalities. Actors who can make
things click on the stage can be daz
zling. That is why Marlon Brando is
so dazzling. That is why George C.
Scott and Jane Fonda are so dazzling.
It is important to make that distin
ction.
"My goal," he said, "has always
been to do films and television.
Others may choose stage. We have
come from the same things, but
ultimately our goals are different."
The conversation seemed to
channel back to one central point:
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say that academics alone are just fAe
going to get anyone through. Tl*en|
social aspects of college are every bis^
as important."
"If you can work hard and pi
hard, you come out the most we
rounded. You can't stay in yotf
room and do nothing but study."
"You have to be able to sell you'
self in order to get anywhere outsi'i
of here. It is so important to get <>"'
to get acquainted with people, au1
most of all to be positive about wbj
you are. If there is a magic formut
Tl
to success, it is to be positive and ''
^vith tl
want to achieve."
Pu
'Nothing will come to you if v"1
hecaus
are indifferent; if you don't caf
Weekly
about it. With anything you waitj
hrougl
you have to go out and get it. Tl'
Page e<
toughest part is to reach the poi"
edition
where you can say, 'I want this,' a«l
Tl
then go for it. Don't wish it; do it'
^'thn
It is a never-endipg process u
'ainnn
proving yourself from one day to th'
D(
next. The stakes may get higher, bul
Pm.
you are still proving yojirsel1
public
everyday. You continually have t|
move on."

Dean Butler
Dean Butler, barely through with
finals last spring took off for a great
job opportunity, joining the 'Little
House' crew upon graduation. Is it,
then, so easy to meet with success and
make a smooth transition from the
university to the outside world upon
the receipt of the much sought-after
diploma?
Butler doesn't seem to think so.
"I want to be positive about the
University," he says, "but it is impor
tant to note that a degree is not a free
ticket. It is tough to get to do what
you want to do. You train for it, you
prepare, you think you're ready. But
you may have to do things that you
didn t want to do. No one is going to
hand anything to you on a silver plat
ter."
The transition can be "a real
shocker." Butler recalled the two
semesters he took off from school as
the most significant learning ex
perience during the five-year period
he worked on his degree.
I sweated. I couldn't even buy a
job. It has not been as bad for me as
it could be. But looking back I can
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